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RFK: How Fauci Wields Power to Serve Big Pharma’s Interests

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. succinctly summarizes how Dr. Anthony Fauci wields his power to control and

manipulate science in this riveting episode of The Jimmy Dore Show.  Fauci has been painted as a

hero throughout the pandemic, an image that is not only misleading but wildly inaccurate, as

detailed in Kennedy’s best-selling book, “The Real Anthony Fauci.”

“I wrote the book because so many Americans were looking at Tony Fauci as this kind of savior,”

Kennedy said. “… [T]he man on the white horse, or in the white lab coat, that would ride us out of

this coronavirus crises but I knew from the beginning … that he does not do public health and has

not done public health since the 1980s.”

Rather than looking out for public health, Fauci and his agency, the National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID), prioritize pharmaceutical promotion. Kennedy refers to Fauci as the

“leader of the pack” when it comes to those promoting pharmaceutical products, proWteering from

Big Pharma and promoting their own personal power.

Public Health Plummeted During Fauci’s Reign

In 1984, when Fauci was appointed director of NIAID, 11.8% of Americans had chronic disease, but

this has risen sharply since.  Fauci doesn’t talk about this public health failure — at least not

publicly — but as Kennedy noted, it was Fauci’s job to Wgure out why cases of autism, food allergies,

ADHD, sleep disorders, juvenile diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis and many other chronic and

infectious diseases have skyrocketed.

It was Fauci’s job to conduct research on these diseases to Wgure out their etiology and

environmental causes to protect public health, but instead he turned the NIAID into an incubator for

pharmaceuticals. According to Kennedy:

“When Tony Fauci came in, 6% of American children had chronic disease. By 2006, 54% had

it. We went from being the healthiest country in the world with the healthiest children to the

sickest. Literally, we do not even qualify as a developed nation. We are 79th in the world,

behind Nicaragua and Costa Rica in terms of our health outcomes.

And why did that happen? Well, the one Ngure who is more responsible for that than

anybody else in the world is Tony Fauci. He is the reason we take more pharmaceutical

drugs than any other nation in the world. Three times the average among western

countries. We pay the highest prices and have the worst outcomes.”

Fauci’s Multibillion-Dollar Budget Gives Him Immense Power

Fauci has a $7.6 billion annual budget, which in total during his entire tenure is more than half a

trillion dollars that he’s been in control of. Instead of using that to reveal the environmental issues

leading to outbreaks of chronic disease, he uses the money to develop new drugs, Kennedy

explains, which he then farms out to universities:

“He shares the patents with them, and then he sells them to the drug companies, splits the

patents with them, and he walks those drugs through the FDA approval process, which he

completely controls from the bottom up. And then he gets them approved and in many

cases he himself proNts. People within his agency can collect $150,000 a year from

royalties off each of these products.”

The NIH owns half the patent for Moderna’s COVID-19 injection, which means that it stands to

make billions of dollars as a result. Four of Fauci’s top deputies will also collect $150,000 a year for

life as a result — from a product they’re responsible for regulating, an obvious massive confict of

interests.

“The mercantile and commercial interests have overwhelmed the regulatory function at that agency

and it no longer does public health — it does pharmaceutical promotion,” Kennedy said.  As an

example, between 2009 and 2016 there were 240 new drugs approved by the FDA, all of which

came out of Fauci’s “shop,” he added. “He is the incubator for the whole pharmaceutical industry.”

How Fauci Controls Science Globally

Fauci has spread the notion that he is untouchable, going so far as to tell MSNBC that an attack on

him is an attack on science:

"It's very dangerous … because a lot of what you're seeing as attacks on me quite frankly

are attacks on science, because all of the things that I have spoken about consistently from

the very beginning, have been fundamentally based on science."

Throughout the pandemic, “trusting the science” has become a cultural statement and propaganda

tool, but one that’s far from what true science is all about. Far from being a source of independent

science, in essence Fauci’s control — in collusion with that of Bill Gates — has rendered the majority

of global scientiWc research nothing more than pharmaceutical propaganda. Kennedy explains:

“Every virologist in the world knew that the coronavirus was engineered. All you have to do

is look at the genome. Everybody knew that and they kept silent for a year, and here’s how.

He gives away $7.6 billion a year. That’s two to three times what [Bill] Gates gives away.

Him and Gates work tandemly. They partner up on everything. They talk together a couple

times a week.

They are business partners … in 2000, in Gates’ library, the two of them got together and

they formally formed a partnership. You take those two and one other guy — Jeremey

Farrar — who is their other de facto partner who is the head of the Wellcome Trust, which is

the U.K. version of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Between those three men, they

control 61% of the biomedical research funding on Earth.

So if you want to get your study funded, you’ve got to go to those guys. Not only can they

give you the money, but they also can kill a study because they control all of the other

funding sources. They can kill a study, they can ruin a career, they can bankrupt colleges

who do science that they don’t want done. So they are able to really dictate virtually all the

science on the globe.”

Drug Companies and Universities All BeneMt

Kennedy gives a theoretical example of how Fauci yields his immense power to infuence science:

In his lab, Fauci develops a molecule that kills a virus. This is done by scientists dropping

molecules onto one of countless viruses — infuenza, Ebola, coronaviruses, zika and others — in

petri dishes and test tubes to see if it kills them. If the molecule works to kill the virus in a petri

dish, they move on to testing it on rats infected with the virus.

“If the rats don’t die, now he’s got a drug,” he says. “It’s an antiviral and it’s usable in mammals

because it will kill the virus but it won’t kill the mammal. Then he farms it out to the university.”

There, a PI, or principal investigator, who is usually a person of power, such as the dean of a

department, does a phase I trial, experimenting on animals and around 100 humans. Kennedy

explains:

“For each of the humans that he recruits — he’s a medical doctor, he brings in patients,

persuades them to take part in the study — Tony Fauci’s agency gives him $15,000 for every

one of those patients. The university keeps 50% of that so now they’re also part of this

process. And then if the drug gets through that phase I, then they move on to phase 2 and

phase 3. So now they have to bring in 20,000 or 30,000 people.

They bring in a drug company as a partner, and they go through the phase 2 and phase 3

[trials], and then at the end of it, they all split up the patents. So the drug company owns

half, Tony Fauci’s agency may get part of it and he and his cronies take little slivers of it so

they get paid for life. The university gets a part of it, so now you have all the medical

schools in the country … dependent on this income stream.”

‘Independent Panels’ Aren’t Independent

At this point, the new drug still has to get regulatory approval, which brings it before a supposedly

independent panel of experts. But this panel isn’t made up of independent scientists looking for the

truth about whether or not the drug is safe and effective; it’s made up of Fauci’s and Gates’ PIs, who

often have drugs of their own in development. Kennedy continues:

“When this drug goes to FDA to get approved, it goes to a panel. Tony Fauci’s always saying

it’s an independent panel who decides, based upon real science, whether or not this drug is

worthy of approval. It’s not an independent science. They’re virtually all his PIs or Gates’

PIs.

Those guys go sit on that panel for a year, and they know that they’ve got their own drugs

back at Baylor University they’re working on, or Berkeley or Columbia, that they know are

going to be in front of that same panel next year. And they’re all scratching each other’s

backs. And they approve that drug and then they go off the panel, Nnish their drug, and then

that drug goes in front of a panel that’s similarly constituted and populated.”

These principal scientists act as gatekeepers to the public, spreading the okcial narrative under

the guise of independent science, often pushing questionable COVID-19 policies. “These PIs

control the journals, they control the public debate, they’re on TV all over the world, and these are

the people that form the narrative, that protect the orthodoxy,” Kennedy says.

“If you look at Tony Fauci as the pope, the PIs are the cardinals, the bishops and the

archbishops. And they’re the ones that protect the orthodoxy, that make sure that the

heretics burn, that doctors who disagree are … delicensed, that they get discredited, that

they get gaslighted and viliNed and marginalized. They’re the army that controls the

narrative.”

Waking up to Fauci’s façade is necessary to understand the orchestrated planned use of pandemics

to clamp down totalitarian control. You can Wnd even more details about the coalition of sinister

forces — intelligence agencies, pharmaceutical companies, social media titans, medical

bureaucracies, mainstream media and the military — that are intent on obliterating constitutional

rights globally in “The Real Anthony Fauci.”

Kennedy’s book has been a best seller for two months now and if you haven’t already picked up a

copy I would encourage you to do so now.

Entertaining Content

Dore not only does interviews with important guests as the one above, but he also is a comedian. It

can be very depressing when we keep sharing all the devastation that has resulted from COVID.

Dore’s mission is to take the news and share the obvious in an entreating way as can be evidenced

below how he interprets CNN giving the CEO of PWzer the CEO of the year award.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Wnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere else.

After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view any

missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion of

proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the Wght to protect our freedom of

speech and your right to take control of your health.



Access Dr. Mercola's Censored Library
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Project Veritas recently released its latest investigation by publishing never-before-seen military documents on the origins of

Covid-19, gain-of-function research, vaccines, potential treatments, and the government's effort to hide it all. Dr. Robert Malone and

activist Dr. Naomi Wol denounce Tony Fauci and his friends for committing "premeditated murder" against "millions of people." Fauci

has been saying for the last two years are lies and nothing but lies. Fauci lied about masks, lied about ivermectin, and lied about

gain-of-function research, among many other lies. Fauci basically planned all of this well in advance (and so did Bill Gates).

The plandemic was subsidized with taxpayer money to commit crimes against humanity, with millions of deaths around the world.

www.projectveritas.com/news/military-documents-about-gain-of-function-..  (01/18/22)

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/premeditated-manslaughter-millions-pe..  .Bill Gates works and socializes a lot with Dr. Fauci,

who has his own terrifying history of vaccine experimentation. Stephen Mosher published a revealing article on LifeSite titled "How Dr.

Fauci's Fraudulent Pandemic Advice Put Millions of Americans Through Hell." They and all the major globalists and their friends in the

medical establishments to suppress very cheap and incredibly effective medical protocols available long ago for COVID. -19 infection

that would essentially make mandatory masking and a mandatory vaccine unnecessary.

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/the-most-dangerous-two-men-in-the-world  . Fauci has undermined public trust by misleading the

nation. He has manipulated public opinion and the claim that he represents science and his admitted deceptions are incompatible and

intolerable for the suffering and deaths caused to humanity.
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Thanks Gui for a brilliant expose of appalling crimes against humanity. Fauci and Gates belong in prison. A recent conversation

between Gates and Professor Devi Sridhar reveals how freedom for humanity is the last thing Vaccine Fuhrer Gates wants. He

wants to control the world through the needle.

The fact that he praises the situation in Australia shows that his vision for the world is utterly stark, devoid of freedom,

compassion and real health. Incidentally, Dr Vernon Coleman considered Professor Devi Sridhar's expertise as similar to that of

a six week old slug. She recently tweeted that "science had de-fanged covid".  I responded that I hoped Truth would

soon-de-fang fork-tongued scientists.

Fauci would be at the top of the list along with Gates for the removeal of forked-tongues. Perhaps with exorcism as a pre-op

preparation. www.lifesitenews.com/news/bill-gates-praises-australias-heavy-handed-c..  
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How Anthony Fauci Controls Science Globally
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. succinctly summarizes how Dr. Anthony Fauci wields his power to control and manipulate science across the globe&

It’s Fauci’s job to conduct research on chronic diseases to Wgure out their etiology and environmental causes to protect public health, but instead he

turned the NIAID into an incubator for pharmaceuticals

&

Fauci has a $7.6 billion annual budget that he uses to develop new drugs, which he then farms out to universities&

Fauci’s control — in collusion with that of Bill Gates — has rendered the majority of global scientiWc research nothing more than pharmaceutical

propaganda

&

Fauci shares drug patents with universities, sells them to drug companies, splits the patents with them, and walks those drugs through the FDA

approval process, which he also controls; once approved, Fauci himself often proWts

&
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Mercola states the following: "it was Fauci’s job to Wgure out why cases of autism, food allergies, ADHD, sleep disorders,

juvenile diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis and many other chronic and infectious diseases have skyrocketed. It was Fauci’s job to

conduct research on these diseases to Wgure out their etiology and environmental causes to protect public health". Maybe I'm

not understanding this, but it doesn't seem right. Fauci heads the NIAID, which, as the name suggests, focuses on allergic and

infectious diseases.

There are other NIH institutes that focus on myriad chronic diseases. For example, the NIA focuses on Alzheimer's Disease and

other diseases associated with aging. The NIDDK focuses on Crohn's Disease and other gastrointestinal disorders.  That having

been said, the other institutes use the same funding approach as Fauci, with the focus on pharmaceuticals rather than

prevention, and the same types of players to conduct the clinical trials.

Our latest paper (www.publichealthtoxicology.com/Prevention-and-reversal-of-chronic-dise.. ), Prevention and Reversal of

Chronic Diseases: A Protocol, aims to eliminate the cycle of endless drugs by eliminating those factors that cause these

diseases in the Wrst place.
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Gui, With Gates in mind, while he hops around the world exercising his enormous Infuence yet suffering little Accountability

much of the time preaching the world is overpopulated, Elan Musk is preaching the world is under populated and population has

been dropping worldwide for quite some time now. *** Musk is concerned as he feels it jeopardizes his dream of colonizing

Mars. *** The result of all the toxins "shared" worldwide, crimes against Humanity causing sickness & sterility?
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Yes Gui. From day 1, if you recall, Fauci and others from the CDC predicted 2+ million people in the USA would die from

Covid-19. In the early months of the pandemic the death rate was actually DECLINING! So the CDC took down their death clock

that updated daily on April 16th, 2020. Immediately, Fauci had a severely fawed/fake study done on HCQ and declared it didn't

work and was unsafe...Consequently, the second largest producer of ingredients for HCQ in the world had their manufacturing

plant burn/destroyed the same year taiwanenglishnews.com/pharmaceutical-factory-on-Wre-after-explosion-2..  Of course, fact

checkers immediately came out to say none of this ever happened.
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Thinking this goes way deeper than just Fauci/Baric/Gates and all their minions. The US has still not made any effort to

acknowledge natural immunity, the CDC went out of their way to try to discredit it. Basic stuff is simply trashed in order to push

more drugs. - - - - - - - -This recent THE HILL rising news show, about 850k views since yesterday, outlines the issues many of us

are now dealing with and NO ANSWERS are coming from any public health "authority" - apparently if it doesn't make someone

large sums of money, no point in investigating - - - - - - - Kim Iversen: FEND FOR YOURSELF! Fauci & CDC Haven ABANDONED

The Covid+ In A Crime Against HUMANITY - https://youtu.be/GrFKef23CoI  
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Gui- And these are some of the results of Fauci's lies and deception and manipulation of facts. Lot of details in this article. The

videos of people getting arrested for not wearing masks and people dining without vaccine papers at an Olive Garden restaurant

and getting arrested and the Covid camps are disturbing if this is a harbinger of things to come,

beckernews.com/15-worst-covid-lies-that-have-been-completely-exposed-f..  
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Has everyone read/watched that BoJo is opening up England as of the end of this month? No masks, no passports, no required

work from home? Links are all over news - here's one video and report from bbc world news, yesterday: Covid: Face mask rules

and Covid passes to end in England - www.bbc.com/.../uk-60047438  
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Gui; look at all of the small children (some as young as one year or so) who have their Breathing Apparatus blocked/restricted

by the useless but dangerous masks that the "parents" are forcing them to wear. Those parents have absolutely no concept of

what good health entails and they do NOT know how to "protect" their children. They are, in fact, putting their child's health in

jeopardy! I don't know about you; but such irrational behaviors tells me that there is not much hope left for this zombie society.

The current generation of children will see no end to their sickness and suffering, as they age - physically, emotionally, mentally

and spiritually..Seeing as how the oligarchs have gotten away with this insane evil, for the past 2+ years; one has to wonder...is

there anything that these evil psychopaths can't get away with?
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Fauci is a mere crony for a far bigger neo-feudal conspiracy. The plandemic hoax is unravelling, so the bad people didn't get as

many people violated as they wanted to, but still a signiWcant percentage, so their bad work has sadly been signiWcant

successful. Probably most of the violated are sterile, and many will face early death, with faster damage from each jab. If the

vaccine corporations are not held responsible and made to pay dearly for their crimes by states/law-suites, many of the jabbed

will probably become subscription slaves and/or property of big pharma.
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Great answer, NW, “Devi Sridhar's recently tweeted that "science had de-fanged covid". I responded that I hoped Truth would

soon-de-fang fork-tongued scientists.” In another plus point, novelist and author Dr. Vernon Coleman shattered the narrative

that the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines are safe and effective in a revealing video. He referenced strong evidence

showing that PWzer and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) knew that COVID vaccines could kill thousands of healthy

people. This information, which had been kept secret until recently, showed data that PWzer submitted to the FDA as part of its

post-authorization adverse event reporting.

As Dr. Mercola reported and Dr. Coleman reminds us, PWzer is one of the most Wned companies in the world, but it makes

billions of dollars from the pandemic. Over the years, PWzer has paid heavy Wnes for making false claims, paying bribes, and

committing other illegal acts, all of which demonstrate that dishonesty is no stranger to PWzer's business practices. Despite

their track record, the governments worked hand in hand with the corporate giant to further their shared agenda.

www.naturalhealth365.com/pWzer-and-fda-knew-covid-jab-would-kill-thou..  
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Thank you very much rkostoff for your article “Prevention and reversal of chronic diseases: A Protocol”. I've been looking at the

tables and I Wnd them very interesting. A great job. Thank you for highlighting institutions specializing in chronic diseases...I

understand that Anthony Fauci, director of the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, has some general

responsibility in aspects that chronic diseases may be involved...Precisely Mikovits accused Fauci, as a leading member of the

White House Coronavirus Task Force, of being responsible for the deaths of millions during the early years of the HIV/AIDS

pandemic...Mikovits was part of the team that discovered HIV, revolutionized HIV treatment, and was jailed without charge for

her scientiWc positions.
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Of course Just, with this false pandemic it is evident that the vaccines and the crisis will cause a reduction in the population.

About 9 million people die each year from hunger and hunger-related diseases. A child dies of hunger every 10 seconds Poor

nutrition and hunger are responsible for the deaths of 3.1 million children a year. Of the 822 million undernourished people in

the world, 113 million face acute hunger, meaning they urgently need food and nutrients.

www.theworldcounts.com/challenges/people-and-poverty/hunger-and-obesit..  Six times more people suffering from

famine-like conditions since the fake pandemic began, 11 people die every minute of hunger, now surpassing deaths from

COVID-19, Oxfam warns, Overall 155 million people worldwide world are now living at critical levels of food insecurity or worse,

that is, 20 million more than last year. Around two out of three of these people go hungry mainly because their country is in war

and confict. www.oxfam.org/en/press-releases/six-fold-increase-people-suffering-fam..  Research forecasts that

improvements in access to modern contraception and education for girls and women are leading to widespread and sustained

declines in fertility, with the world population likely to peak in 2064 at about 9.7 billion, and decline thereafter. to about 8.8

billion by 2100, about 2 billion less.

than some earlier estimates, according to a new study published in The Lancet. www.sciencedaily.com/.../200715150444.htm  
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Thanks jamNjim, your input is always appreciated. The opposition to ivermectin and HCQ and all the protocols that save lives is

one of the biggest corruptions in this fake pandemic, As you know many "health care providers" are in big corporate okces and

clinics run by managers who follow the protocols passed on by the NIH, CDC, FDA, WHO and AMA all of which are infuenced by

Big Pharma. In other words, the approval and application of medicine has a serious confict of interest. The protocol for treating

Covid has been to deny treatment until the patient becomes life-threateningly ill and is admitted to a hospital.

Within the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective treatments with HCQ and ivermectin. Many patients end

up dead on ventilators. The Covid protocol demonizes known and safe treatments. Physicians who prescribe these cures are

threatened by their medical associations with loss of medical license...Dr Noel says that doctors are prey and part of the

corruption, because they are in the hands of the medical tyranny of BigPharma, government institutions, and the leadership of

Biden and Fauci www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/no_author/why-do-doctors-go-along-with-cov..  
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Very true Rose, you bring to the table a very important aspect. Some aspects in Spain are being recognized. Many autonomies

do not require immunity passports because it is being shown that the vaccinated are contagious and more and more people

have developed natural immunity, especially with the omicron variant. But the truth is that dramatic events have happened.

Forced to get vaccinated to stay on lung transplant list, 49-year-old COVID survivor dies after second Moderna shot In an

exclusive interview with The Defender, Amy Bolin said that in order to get a double lung transplant approved, her husband had to

be fully vaccinated against COVID even though he had had the virus and recovered. After his second injection of Moderna, he

developed a pulmonary embolism and heart condition and died before he could get new lungs.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bobby-amy-bolin-lung-transplant-di..  (11/29/2)
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Thanks fvtomasch, a great link, highly recommended especially for those who follow the vaccination guidelines. One of the big

lies: 5. Natural immunity is not as good as vaccinated immunity. Some very interesting studies are cited.

As reported by Dr. Mercola, Marcos López Hoyos, president of the Spanish Society of Immunology, also explains that antibodies

lose their neutralizing capacity over time. Antibodies are a tool to Wght human bodies, but not the only one. The body also has

cellular immunity, mainly through T cells, and this has a memory: in the body of people who have passed the disease, cellular

immunity is activated when they encounter the disease again. Africa González, professor of Immunology, explains: “If your

antibody levels have dropped, you can get sick, but your immune memory kicks in (it takes three to Wve days) and you rebuild

antibodies and memory cells; that way, you will get a small infection that will go away quickly.” “The vaccine in people who have

passed the coronavirus has neither a leg nor a head.” Anyone with even a minimal background in immunology knows that." The

one-year clinical analysis found that bodies that had overcome COVID-19 did not lose their immunological memory.
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Very true Randy, between the "vaccines" and the masks the suffering caused to the children is terrible and as you say their

future is mortgaged by the damage to the immune system, brain and lungs. A study published in JAMA Pediatrics involved a

clinical trial in Germany with 45 volunteers of both genders. The "ample evidence" demonstrating the harmful effects of

prolonged mask use was mentioned. Its authors concluded that, Wrst of all, “children should not be forced to use them”.

They continued: "We suggest that decision-makers weigh the strong evidence produced by these experimental measurements

accordingly" because children's bodies experience increased toxic levels of CO2. In a document, titled "COVID-19 is a generally

mild illness in children, including infants," it shows that young people are at almost no risk of testing "positive" for COVID, yet the

government treats them as if they were walking around like carriers of disease.

jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2781743?appId=scwe..  (2021)

thenewamerican.com/study-rising-co2-is-a-deadly-problem-in-kids-bodies..  
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Thanks Keythong, clear and real exposition. Much damage has been done to humanity, but the most terrible may be yet to

come. We already have information of a major crisis. More hunger and inequalities for humanity.

“Economic violence” is perpetrated when structural political decisions are made by the richest and most powerful people. This

causes direct harm to the poorest people, women and girls, and racialized majority groups. Inequality contributes to the death

of at least one person every four seconds One study, Worldwide Bayesian Causal Impact Analysis of Vaccine Administration on

Deaths and Cases Associated with COVID-19: A Big Data Analysis of 145 Countries, essentially found that vaccines are doing

the exact opposite of what everyone expected them to accomplish. As the title indicates, this was not a small study; involved

analyzing data from 145 counties, and the conclusions are mind-boggling: Vaccines were associated with a 38 percent increase

in the number of covid cases per million in the US and a 31 percent increase in the number of deaths per million associated with

COVID-19.

And he is not the only one to come to this conclusion; many other studies have shown that the overall situation seems to get

worse, not better, with more vaccination. Overall, the study found that 89.94 percent of the 145 countries studied experienced

an increase in total deaths per million associated with Covid as a direct result of the causal impact of vaccines, while 86.78

percent of countries noted an increase in total cases per million of the virus as a direct result of the causal impact of vaccines.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-big-data-study-of-145-countries  (09/01/2022)

vector-news.github.io/editorials/CausalAnalysisReport_html.html  (09/01/2022)

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/massive-145-country-study-shows-sharp..  
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If covid-19 doesn't scare you, this might: www.msn.com/en-us/health/watch/superbug-found-in-us-for-Wrst-time/vp-..  If true,

catching this will have a very bad outcome for anyone triple jabbed. Dr. Mercola has been warning everyone for years this would

happen. It's an antibiotic resistant E.coli. With these mRNA jabs, T-Cells TLR3, 7, & 8 are disabled so the synthetic mRNA doesn't

get destroyed by your innate immune system...This makes you more vulnerable to all other infections including E.coli,

salmonella, pneumonia, mold, etc... Anyone taking a PPI should consider stopping as they make you more vulnerable to food

poisoning.
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You JamNjim always at the forefront of the news. Terrible superbug. More than 1.2 million people died in 2020 in the world from

common bacterial infections that have become resistant to antibiotics, according to a study published by The Lancet. The

authors warn that the resistance to antibiotics of bacteria that cause infections such as pneumonia or other blood or

intra-abdominal infections (derived, for example, from appendicitis) now causes more annual deaths than AIDS and malaria,

with 860,000 and 640,000 registered.

for these diseases in the same year, respectively. As you say, the future may be dire between antibiotic-resistant bacteria and

the destruction of the immune system by "vaccines." This document discusses that we will need to inject people every 30 days

if we want to “protect” them. Based on the damage that vaccines cause to our immune systems, it is likely that the necessary

interval will shorten with each booster. If people do not receive the necessary dose, they will be more vulnerable to Delta and

Omicron than if they were not vaccinated.

That's what negative vaccine ekcacy means. It does not mean that the protection disappears (as we were told). It means the

opposite of what you've been told: it means that the vaccines help the virus infect you (by suppressing your immune system,

probably permanently every time we're injected, according to Dr. Ryan Cole). It means they lied to us.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-study-shows-vaccines-must-be  (12/25/2021) The link is very interesting with lots of

supporting evidence. For example; The SARS-CoV-2 BNT162b2 mRNA Vaccine Reprograms Both Your Adaptive and Innate

Immune Responses The vaccine damages both your adaptive and innate immune systems.

jessicar.substack.com/.../the-bnt162b2-mrna-vaccine-against  (12/16/2021)
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rrealrose:  thanks for info about England! Finally a leader is seeing the light and acting on it! I pray others follow soon.  I pray for

young people to recover from this unnecessary horror soon.
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rkostoff, when I read Fauci's job description in the article, I had exactly the same reaction. I saw no connection between some of

the things listed and "allergies and infectious diseases". If his job description includes all that was mentioned, references

should be cited since it seems completely illogical. Fauci is a monster, Mercola and Kennedy are heroes They aren't infallible

though and this seems a glaring slip-up I hope references are forthcoming to prove me wrong, but I doubt it.
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Austria, Germany... Instituting debtor's prisons for discriminatory taxes. www.youtube.com/watch  The difference is that they

have been disarmed. Time for another tea party?
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Very well said! Now it is time for him and Gates, etc. to pay for their crimes!
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The common cold is incurable, although practically everyone RECOVERS.  By deWnition, if someone doesn't recover, it wasn't just the

"common cold".  There is no cure for COVID, although practically everyone RECOVERS.  If someone doesn't recover, then it wasn't just

the common COVID... When we are convinced that a disease is incurable, even in the evidence of hundreds of millions of cases cured -

which are classiWed as RECOVERED - we can only search for preventatives that don't cure...Health is the best cure - COVID is no

exception...A cure is the best preventative.
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Great point. People have been led to seek a "cure" when the realistic and sensible aim is recovery.
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balhawk: There is no scientiWc difference between a patient who has RECOVERED and one who is CURED.  The only difference is

political. It is acceptable to use the word RECOVERED, and every country's statistics about COVID only reports RECOVERED.

Why?

In our bureaucratic and closed medical system, CURED means "cured by a drug or treatment approved to cure the disease".

There are no approved drugs or treatments to cure COVID. So there are no cured patients. There are no approved drugs or

treatments to cure the common cold - so "there is no cure for the common cold".

When we develop and study a theory of cure, where an illness is cured by addressing the present cause - we easily see that

most illnesses are cured by healing (the common cold) and more are cured by healthy non-medical actions, like scurvy. Many

diseases are actually compound illnesses having multiple present causes and requiring several healthy non-medical actions to

cure. To your health, tracy
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Doesn't it seem Prevention should be the Foundation of Health, followed by Recovery if necessary? What causes this, why is this

happening? Just what is true health & how can it be best maintained? Ayurvedic recognizes One Size does not Wt all and

multiple body types beyond the three our Med system promotes are taken into account...Much of their system uses language

almost like poetry the gut suggest it's, so it is easy to understand, absorb & put into use.
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Juststeve: there are three important types of preventatives: Preventatives that don't cure - bike helmets, seat belts, drugs that

only prevent signs and symptoms, and most vaccines. These preventatives generally function by reducing our healthiness.

Preventatives that cure - like healthy nutrition cured scurvy, beriberi, and Vitamin A poisoning as well as healthy exercise and

rest of body, mind, spirits, and community activities. Cures - that prevent secondary illness and disease - including drugs that

aid natural cure processes like antibiotics, hydroxychloroquine, and ivermectin.

These are often used as preventatives as well, but zinc, for example, is a necessary preventative that cures, not a cure that

prevents.  When we have any illness, a cure is the best preventative.  When we are not sick, the best preventatives are those that

improve healthiness.  Preventatives that reduce healthiness should only be used when warranted by the speciWc situation.

We don't wear helmets when we swim, even in competition, because the risk of bumping our head is low and it impedes our

performance. We do wear them while driving a racecar, because the risk is much higher even though they reduce vision and

performance. "Prevention is better than cure" is a marketing simpliWcation that fails to actually study preventatives and cures

both. The theory of cure is an in depth analysis of these issues across all basic types of illness.
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I think that needs to be our new narrative: that nearly everyone recovers from this - without long term harm - just like other fu

and cold viruses!  I was quite sick last Thanksgiving (no doctor or hospital needed) for about 2 weeks and I can say that's

maybe the 3rd time in my life I was that sick. But I did recover - and without medical intervention. At one point I thought if it gets

any worse I might have to see a doctor - but from the news it didn't seem like they were helping much anyway. Thankfully, my

family seems to have very healthy genes - and I try to live as healthy as I can - so I'm not bragging about my recovery ... The

point is: recovery happens to most ... If we can survive colds, we can survive this too.
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Twas 50 yrs ago when I began proving to myself the utter wrongness of many UF edicts out of the colleges of agriculture and

medicine that were responsible for the decline in the health of people, plants, waters and Florida's environment in general. I didn't

know the game back then, I just saw the negative outcomes fowing from their recommendations...things never worked right so it was

easy to believe it was me who was incompetent. As I dug deeper into organic and alternative methods using the basic sciences I

learned at that sacred institution, I wondered why simple inexpensive solutions expected of an objective land grant university weren't

forthcoming?  Now I see how corrupted these institutions had become through state funding and corporate grants; the whole racket

became apparent.

   Tooo late though, the aura of infallible authority had been imprinted on the public and state government like the holy word of God! In

fact it is dikcult to tell the difference between a graduation ceremony in Gainesville and Christmas Eve Mass at the Vatican; fancy

robes, music and silly hats....The state religion.      On an ignorant level the diminutive Tony Fauci appears as a rat to me, and his

henchmen equally unattractive and reminiscent of the kids I avoided in school. Then when he claimed "no treatment for the virus he

created other than the vaxxxine he created," I nailed that tune in 2 notes; a goddam liar!     You can rob banks or send men to die in

wars under a climate of fear and terror.  And still we are stuck in this inquisition with networks babbling on about cases and the urgent

need to fund phony medical equipment and tests.

Clue; It doesn't take billions of dollars, people know when they are ill! To wonder about this game is one thing, to know is pain. Next?

Will King Rodent go away or pull another "pox" out of his weapon lab?
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Yes, Randall, the religion of the State is the one imposed by large corporations through many years of domination of the media

owned by bankers, large corporations and philanthropic organizations such as Bill and Melinda Gates. Receiving donations from

major foundations such as Rockefeller, Ford and MacArthur is compromising the truth of the information because they act as

controllers of alternative and critical voices that challenge the forces of globalization. Fact checks will come from a variety of

mainstream outlets, including FactCheck.org, Politifact, the Associated Press, and the Washington Post, which will evidently be

manipulated. It is also part of the domain of covert government agencies, seeking to deceive and propagandize their agendas.

In support of the media there are scientists and universities of the Rockefeller current that support the dominant paradigms of

allopathic medicine that are built by domain-based elites who only seek their beneWt. It is the historical tradition of the

billionaire families running Davos and the new world order, through the control of the world Wnancial systems, the absorption of

all monopolies and companies. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and developing the draconian

measures, which have constituted the ideal scenario to give the Wnal blow to the world economy. As illnesses and deaths

continue to rise and life expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line their pockets.

It is the commitment to genocide and the tyranny of the Great Reset. The truth-loving people will continue to defend freedom
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Hi Gui, We never see the victims of university "medicine" leaving the backdoor of our hospitals, but until you see the fruits of

their agricultural/home landscape recommendations in person the stench of corruption never leaves. Now counties seek

billions in funding to reverse the "high-tech" effects of UF Ag's chemical fertilizer/pesticide/feedlot paradigm. Red tides and

algal blooms leave a stinking sea of rotting Wsh and turtles when their science runs off the land. Ever seen a 600lb gentle

manatee foating belly up?

1200 this past year alone? The university never takes the blame, though now they help to devise composting programs to deal

with millions of tons of dead sealife..Thanks, and you got more grant money for that? Most folks never see any of this, yet think

they are environmentalists by collecting roadside litter on Earth Day. It takes generations of propaganda to make people ignore

the vomit rising in their throats delivered by the religion of fake science where dollars to the few mean more than death to the

many...Duh.
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Hey Dr Detox and Gui, Consider this an inbred gravy train, where the research dollars fowing from the NIAID and possibly NIH

are fowing into university research, where the univ. skims a good portion for building maintenance? staff? endowment funds?

who know where this is all going. Then the graduates move on to work at big Pharma or in govt., so no one is "free" to counter

the current narrative. Appears an effective monopoly on everything concerning health sciences. No wonder actual testing has

been so piss poor during this "plandemic" whereas 247 different vaccines went into development?

Evidence of more corporate greed. its amazing this has been built up and continuously funding for the past 40 to 50 years,

under the nose of Congress and the DOJ, without a peep from either. Instead, Dr. Fauci, our mass-murderer has been left free to

roam, somehow pulled the wool over everyone so he kept raking in more Presidential awards. Checks and balances system

broken for years, un-governable.
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Rrrreal...The really shocking thing is that when I tell UF students and grads the university is rotten to the core, they melt before

my eyes in disbelief. Even if I stuck their noses into the stinking proof, they would still worship the high priests of higher

education. I have come to hate that town and its ivory towers and all the overeducated idiots sucking down dirty money. Yes, a

very long running con on parents, students, their health and my environment and seafood.
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Yes, it all gets down to the quality of the seafood, doesn't it?  People are blind or being blinded by the almighty dollar? Many

corporations have people working in silo's (much like those described in the Bad Blood book on how Theranos was structured -

usually no team knows details of what other teams are working on). Only a handful in upper management teams get a clear

overview.

By the time people approach or reach that level, they are looking at retirement and pensions, unwilling to toss those out the

window after years of work...along with their careers. However, Dr. Yeadon (in his recent Berlin Corona Committee interview)

brought up more insidious information, where the PWzer headquarters is now viewed as a large bank with a pill dispensary on

the side. It may now be worse as big Pharma's money is also fairly pervasive. What if NIAID and NIH govt research funding is

being used to prop up large universities across the country.

Then everyone is beholden to the govt's latest position, learning Rockefeller medicine baloney. This explains why we saw little

uproar or noise coming from most, exceptions are Drs. Harvey Risch from Yale, Peter McCullough, Scott Atlas and crew from

Stamford. Only a few with long necks and list of publications Gotta run.
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Cap'n  I wish I presently had the time to rabbit hole this bitter funny comment of yours: "In fact it is dikcult to tell the difference

between a graduation ceremony in Gainesville and Christmas Eve Mass at the Vatican; fancy robes, music and silly hats....The

state religion". The sameness of these ritual venerations is startling once the blinders are removed.
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epi....It was at my daughter's graduation over 3yrs ago. After being wanded and asked to empty my pockets at the door of the

auditorium, I was ranting at the maximum security humiliation...and being shushed in the stands by family members for not

whispering at this solemn affair..Then came the new diversity dean..WTF? and the queue of mostly Chinese and Indian

grads..under the blare of loud repetitive ceremonial music...when the churchy parallel smacked my head....true story.
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I pray you leave the Church out of this, even though many of us tremendously dislike this current pope and it looks like he's

going along with this apparent socialist agenda. Reading your other comments I have to say my college graduation was nothing

like a church service! And I had at least two professors who taught us the value of critical thinking even though it was not in our

text books. (1983 graduate) Many at college were super liberals - but that's in society as well. In my humble opinion, people of

faith have been too quiet and passive in letting the minority chase the good out of our public institutions ... As one priest attests

to, where there is a void, it must be Wlled ....  We cooperated with throwing God out of the public spaces ... And as the popular

folk singer says, "you gotta serve somebody ... "
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BeeJay, This is nothing about a creator or truly spiritual principles....It is about authoritarian universities and religious dogmas

that control us, that work hand in glove with governments and have done at least as much harm as good to man's enlightenment

and personal sovereignty over the centuries...Organized religions removed man's own divinity and humanity to a remote place in

the sky where only well-tithed fat priests could intercess. Great messages came from the prophets like a Golden Rule and still

from some religions, but come at the cost of obedience and blind faith....I found I needn't serve anyone other than myself and

faith was another word for self conWdence. How bout that Spanish Inquisition, Catholic/Protestants in Ireland, Jonestown or our

televangelists feecing people for miracles. "God" is not about micromanaging us or shaming us over "sin" or determining who to

gift or hate; Our lives are purely the result of our own states of consciousness...not the tenets of the lucrative business of

religion.

Morality goes away when dictatorial institutions impose austerity on the public and reduce people to hungry unhappy animals.

It's the economy and people like to eat. Believe what you want.
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The elites have just begun imposing their will upon us. Is it time for another tea party?  Biometric data collection for paying

taxes. the camel's nose is under the tent www.westernjournal.com/irs-will-soon-require-biometric-data-taxpayers/  
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RFK Jr. doesn't show, or report in the book - He Documents with Hard Facts & the sources to back them up! I dare say just ten minutes

of this interview RFK Jr exposes more about Fraudci than all the Legacy Media combined over the last two years. With many Fauci

Foxes in the system collecting as much as $150,000 a year for "med's" this is more than Foxes watching over the hen house. The

Foxes have a slaughterhouse & a nationwide Kentucy Fried Chicken Franchise.

When Fauci came in, 6% of American children had chronic disease. Something at the time alarming the country, yet, by 2006, 54% had

it. At one time the healthiest country in the world with the healthiest children, now the sickest. No longer a developed nation.

We're 79th in the world. Really stop & think that through. Plus, we have increasing sterility, undeveloped sex organs, deformities,

mental issues, & so much more. The Walking Dead is more than a series.

Why? Tony Fauci. We take more pharma drugs than any other nation in the world, & the highest prices with the worst outcomes. A

reason why medical cost are out of control.

Why the Jimmy Clips are important is he comes from the Left & it's important to realize this may be the beginning of the end for Fauci

& Friends & their deadly circus. As Americans across the board realize not just how Big Pharma now wedded with Big Tech are

exposed, now apply what we've learned to see how this behavior is the normal for the Predator$ many Too Big to Fail agendas. It's all

rigged. Where is the science?

Follow the Science, we will if it's allowed to take place. Where is the Free Market when the only vote with our dollars we can participate

in is rigged for Predator$. Real competition, (Doc,) need not apply. Also, another thing we're not hearing is how does Health Insurance

Wt into all this?

With thousands of policies what an exercise in maze running for Dr's & Hospitals, & Nursing Homes. Ins. let's make it simple, we put in,

ins. takes it out, sucks to be you.
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Well put, Just, Fauci and Gates are hugely complicit in fomenting disease and death. They worked together to gain control of

global health policy. They created quasi-governmental health organizations, like GAVI, that allowed them to dictate global

vaccination policies, in a way that would beneWt the vaccine companies Gates invested heavily in. Facebook and Google hired

“FactChecker” (Politifact) to censor misinformation about vaccines.

The Gates Foundation is the largest funder of "FactChecker". In his article, Facebook's “Fact-Checker” Misinforming Users

About Vaccine Safety, investigative journalist Jeremy Hammond concludes: “Facebook is guilty of misinforming its users about

vaccine safety. . .

They have no problem with lies about the safety and ekcacy of vaccines, as long as they are aimed at persuading parents to

vaccinate their children. childrenshealthdefense.org/news/how-bill-gates-controls-global-messagi..  .. The Bill and Melinda

Gates Foundation has sent $54 million to various “global health” projects in China, including institutions controlled by the

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and collaborators with the Wuhan Institute of Virology. the recipients of the Gates money

participating in some element of the plandemic.

Global terrorism and genocide, in other words, is where the traitorous Gates family funnels most of its cash, which, thanks to

crony capitalism, seems never to run out. thenationalpulse.com/2021/11/23/exc-gates-foundation-sent-over-54-mill..  
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If Fauci was truly concerned about the health of the American people, he would follow Dr. Mercola's recommendations, which

are also reaching Spain. Many immunologists are against the constant imposition of booster doses on all citizens. Africa

González warns that receiving repeated doses “does not make sense and is not recommended. The immune system can be

depleted." According to Gómez Rial, "from the immunological point of view, nonsense is a general strategy for the entire

population." Marcos López Hoyos, president of the Spanish Society of Immunology, explains that antibodies lose their

neutralizing capacity over time.

Antibodies are a tool to Wght human bodies, but not the only one. The body also has cellular immunity, mainly through T cells,

and this has a memory: in the body of people who have passed the disease, cellular immunity is activated when they encounter

the disease again. Africa González, professor of Immunology, explains: “If your antibody levels have dropped, you can get sick,

but your immune memory kicks in (it takes three to Wve days) and you rebuild antibodies and memory cells; that way, you will

get a small infection that will go away quickly.” “The vaccine in people who have passed the coronavirus has neither a leg nor a

head.” Anyone with even a minimal background in immunology knows that." The one-year clinical analysis found that bodies that

had overcome COVID-19 did not lose their immunological memory,
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Yes Gui, great input. Those with Medical Safety and positive Medical result concerns have serious questions as to what just the

regular run of the mill vaccines are doing. The gut says they are causing autoimmune diseases bypassing our natural body

defenses. These Jab/s appear to be the same, only radioactive.
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Study "The Real Anthony Fauci." Tab, highlight, add notes. Master its knowledge. Consider it a vital reference resource in your

search for insight, understanding, and truth.  Our grand-kids will thank-you for your "due diligence", as their future depends upon

it.
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Bear in mind, for many who consider themselves "on the Left," these clips are some of the very few where they are hearing this

stuff for the Wrst time. Jimmy is still on YouTube, but like Doc has to be extremely careful or the Digital Thought Police with pull

his vid's or shut down his show. Ironic as when Trump was in okce so many who are captured by the Mass Formation

Psychosis of our current Predator owned political system and identify as Left were dead set against the Jab/s. Biden, Pelosi,

Cuomo & more switched their opinion once Biden was elected.

Bipartisan anyone? "Two Parties," yet same policies for the "most dangerous pandemic in over 100 years," huh, how strange.

Two really ruled by one power structure, the Predator$. What has Biden done?

More or less just followed Fauci's poison path, the same one Trumps advisors pushed. Now there are more everyday with those

who identify with whatever it is they identify with are questioning - Wnally. The second piece just shows how our Country has

turned into a Fascist Corporate system. Seamless between all factions as the CEO is now running the same corporation, he just

was in charge of investigating to prevent the things they & now he is doing.
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bfr, agreed...buy the book, heck, borrow the book, have it read to you, whatever it takes. It is not the usual light weight fuff

coming out within a week or two after an event. Very in depth serious researched facts and sources. As someone pointed out

the other day, if someone ask about the puppy torture and express disgust, show them the sickening treatment done on and

killing children...Crimes against Humanity & Creation...And to think some reporters have been getting heat for comparing Fauci

to the Top WWII Death Camp Doctor?..How many millions over the years have suffered, died because of this birds' policies?
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So what do you think about this one? Dr Campbell, just dropped today, FOI act in Uk on data showing those who died from Covid,

& those with Covid, plus how it all affects death rates. He expects US numbers to follow closely. www.youtube.com/watch  
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Steve, it's called indoctrination. It's been 45 years since I was in an Elementary School classroom, but way back in the mid-70's

they were telling us things like you can't treat a disease or health problem with home remedies, diet, and supplements. They

insisted that the only way to treat a disease or any health problem was with MEDICINE! I never believed that. The more they

pushed that agenda the more I distrusted public schools, Big Pharma, and doctors, but 99% of the Elementary School children

soak this up and believe it! They see grandma and grandpa in poor health and they want to know WHY!..."Why is grandpa so sick

all the time?" The schools brainwash these kids at an early age to only believe what a doctor tells them.

Fast forward 45 years and I can only imagine what BS they are force-feeding these kids today. When I would come home I would

talk to my parents about these brainwashing events (lying sessions) and my parents would take their side, not mine! I would go

to my grandparent's houses and have the same discussion with them and they would be SHOCKED! They didn't believe me. They

would say something like "I raised my kids better then that....there's no way my daughter/son told you this was OK"! That's when

my parents and my grandparents separated and quit letting me see my own grandparents! It should be no surprise that my

father worked for the Feds (Social Security) and my mother was a School Teacher! So this problem is deep seeded and goes

back to when my parents would have been getting indoctrinated (1950's). That just so happens to be around the time when Big

Agri/Food got into "health".

The word was getting out that diet and lifestyle were big contributors to health. Crisco was proving vegetable oils were healthier

than LARD for cooking. Kellogg's was marketing their cattle feed (Corn Flakes) as a healthier breakfast food than bacon and

eggs. They funded their own research, paid off the researchers to cook the books, and the rest is history.
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Pete Hegseth of Fox News is supposed to be doing a special on the indoctrination of our school aged children. I have not seen it

yet, but I plan to. Here's a link talking about it: www.foxnews.com/.../miseducation-america-pete-hegseth  
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You hit the nail on the head......all these drugs peddled by big pharma (helped along by that worm Fauci) has caused this nation

to become the sickest, physically and mentally....it's high time this criminal enterprise is destroyed before it destroys our

citizens
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Good article about Fauci. Yet he seems to be free to do as he wishes, he is protected from any criticism. Kennedy can write whatever

he wants, Fauci just ignores him. Biden idolizes him and follows his advice...There is a very powerful lobby that beneWts from his

actions...Gates buys up all that might oppose him...How is it that a relatively few people with money can decisively infuence the whole

world to this extent?
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The short answer for me is that education has failed worldwide and people can't think for themselves independently. They then

allow others they idolize to think for them. They are then open to manipulation. The more they get manipulate, the more they

idolize these criminals and don't see they are in thralldom to them.

Idolatry always reigns where intelligence fails. This makes it much easier for the idols to expand their hegemony - and Bourla,

Fauci and others are able to gain more and more power and wealth. This is nothing new, of course. It has happened countless

times in human history.

The difference now is a difference in scale in so far that it has gone global and therefore irreversible except perhaps through

intervention from a higher power.
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well said ProximaC
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Rhetorical questions, navisos. Puzzled as to how Fauxchi gets away with this without paying masses of tax on his unearned

income. In the UK, the Inland Revenue (HMRC) takes a VERY close interest in your tax affairs, but perhaps this applies only to

little people. No doubt he will have fancy accountants to sort things out for him.

As for the importance of comedy in diffusing the impact of fraudsters in positions of power, bring it on. You Wnd more

outspoken truth in a comedian’s take on our political and social institutions than anywhere else. The late George Carlin referred

to e.g. royalty as “a club and we ain’t in it.” Too true.

The British comedian Frankie Boyle once described our prime minister’s appearance as “a cross between a head injury and an

unmade bed”, while a former pm was “the only Na-zi in history who couldn’t get the trains to run on time”.
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Yes, a well-formed mind knows how to control information. People must make critical and responsible decisions and not as a

group of naive people or incapable of taking responsibility in the face of a reality of loss of freedoms and rights. People must

access the conscious plane to manage manipulation and fear. The path must be critical thinking against corrupt powers.

It is in us that the stimuli, manipulators of information, that seek to lead people into false beliefs and direct them along the path

of false promises and the loss of true health, are Wltered through critical thinking, which promotes encounter with the truth,

self-esteem, true personal integration, far from the manipulation submitted to the mass man. The French writer Sylvain Timsit

published a decalogue of the strategies that are most frequently used by the media and by political elites to manipulate the

masses. 1. Encouraging distraction by promoting information overload, or when such information contains a strong emotional

charge such as reporting tragic events 2.

Create the problems and also the solutions as the intention to cause a speciWc reaction, so that this public demands measures

and decision-making that solves the situation such as the loss of freedoms. 3. Appeal to gradualism by applying the changes

that are important gradually, so that public and political reactions are equally gradual and easier to contain.
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4. Infantilize the interlocutor by positioning the public as a group of naive people or incapable of taking responsibility for

themselves 5. Make people think that this measure is painful but necessary, and that it is necessary to agree on it now, even

though its effects will be felt years later. 6.

Position the public as a group of naive people or incapable of taking responsibility for themselves, or of making critical and

responsible decisions. The public effectively identiWes with that position and ends up accepting the measures imposed and

even supporting them with conviction. 7. Appeal more to emotions than to refection 8.

Promote complacency in mediocrity to reinforce the feeling of success and satisfaction for the situation in which we Wnd

ourselves, even if it is a precarious or unfair situation 9. Reinforce self-blame. It is being used for the unvaccinated. 10.

Knowing people better than they know themselves. It is the basis of artiWcial and emotional intelligence.
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One can say that education hasn't failed, but has succeeded in turning out zombies whose capability for critical thinking has

been indoctrinated out of them. Carlin's point was good for a laugh, but once enough of us come to realize it's a much bigger

club and we're ALL in it, the jig is up for these criminals.
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ProximaC, like many others here, you seem to assume that we are all born with an equal level of intelligence. That has never

been the case. I went to a good school, and we all were taught the same way, but some did a lot better than others. I remember

the Head coming into a class and quizzing us on what we were learning I knew the answers and said to my friends, "come on,

we learned this yesterday"...Blank looks...I actually liked school, but so many just stayed as long as the law required, then left to

earn money...If we were all smart and capable of critical thinking, we would have no-one prepared to do the boring, humdrum

jobs that often need more brawn than brains Not for one moment saying anyone is superior, just we are all different It was ever

thus.
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I have copied Guillermou’s guide to group psychology (without the infantilised re-paragraphing making a nonsense of its
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punctuation) - principles as applied in the globalist agenda though I daresay all groupthink is controlled by its own inherent or

imposed “rules”, even this one on Dr Mercola comments page. What Carlin meant, balhawk, was that our revered institutions -

the ‘establishment’ in the case of the UK - which include Royalty, the political class, the orthodox medical establishment run by

big Pharma - and of course the deep state - globalists, technocrats, billionaire boys, bankers, Na-zis , eugenists, elites, Wnancial

world controllers and their puppets/akliates - call the 1% whatever you choose - see themselves as the privileged minority - the

ones with a sense of entitlement and not, presumably, as “useless eaters”. No doubt it was big Finance which allowed the big

beasts to escape the Nuremberg show trial after World War II and continue their ideological war elsewhere. America was

supposed to have become “the land of the free” and all that but it seems it bred its own ‘Establishment’ just the same, in spite of

King George, Boston tea parties, Constitutional rights, etc.

The Royals are patently not into population reduction with their four children families but no doubt their investments are directly

or indirectly the result of investments controlled by big Finance. I agree, when we send the message that our club is bigger by

far than any of the Establishment ones, then there could be a storming of the Bastille or perhaps just a quiet revolution by the

majority telling them where to stuff their “new normal”.   World wide protest march day 22nd January:

thewhiterose.uk/?mailpoet_router&endpoint=view_in_browser&acti..  
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I agree w Proxi. And i agree that unfortunately it’s now beyond any control we average humans have.  The powers that be are

just too strong and powerful to Wght. What are we going to do?

Independently go drop nuclear bombs on every single building having to do with big pharm, big food, big everything else, and

then independently KILL their CEOs?  Put bullets in the heads of the likes of Gates, Soros, Schwab, Fauxchi, and the rest of the

crazy bunch of them?   We all know most of the names by now, AND their rotten families to boot. BC i hate to break to you all but

that wd pretty much be the only way to end this covid and overall CORRUPTION TREADMILL.

Bc if covid isn’t enough im sure they’ve got lots of other nasty surprises in the hopper. So basically storm the castles, of which

there are MANY, or deal with it. Maybe the BEST LONG SHOT we cd even hope for is some sort of military coup. But the

likelihood of that is prob zero.

 One thing is for sure… things will never be resolved bc we were all so nice and polite, and law abiding, and politically correct

about about sh!t.  If that all sounds depressing it is. Especially bc they don’t have to abide by the same laws we do But i think it’s

closer to the truth than not. The one good thing is i feel a lot more people are waking up to it all and even speaking out, but

speaking, unfortunately isn’t doing much good.

Unfortunately i feel some kind of intervention from above is very much in order, and if some cataclysmic event were to happen

right now I’d be Wne with it.  Really!  Speaking of which…….Last night i watched an excellent movie on Netfix called “Don’t Look

Up”.  I HIGHLY recommend watching as it really puts into perspective the LUNACY that’s going on in our media and government

right now. It was very well done, very entertaining, funny, cute, and right on target for the times.

VERY satisfying. Lots of stars (Leo Decap, Jen Lawrence, Cate Blanchette, Meryl Streep and more!). great casting!  WATCH AND

ENJOY!
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How, indeed? It is just unbelievable, the population is in a trance it seems.
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Jimmy Dore is an awesome truth-teller! Watching him skewer the mainstream media is a priceless experience. If you want to know

how corrupt and lame CNN, MSNBC and the rest of the "liberal" news media are, Jimmy tells it like it is.
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Surprised me to hear Dr Zelenko mention ...."half of Congress are on hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin" (and we all know what

half)....and would not surprise me, as I have heard rumors, that top govt okcials have had their inoculations Wlled with saline vials.
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Did someone not let Newsom in on the secret?
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I would surmise that GATES, FAUCI, and others also had "saline" injections and have access to the cheap medical tools. I've

always felt that was the case, since none are sick or have been. The fact that AOC was "tripled vaxxed" and got COVID, then

stated she didn't get very sick because of the jab, made me laugh.
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I bet if you cornered Fauci and came at him with a vile of PWzer/Moderna vaccine and a syringe he would $H!T down both legs!

I'd go to jail to test that theory!
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I'll pay to watch that Jam!
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"Mr. Science" as we see is anything but... What a fraud!! He's as bad or maybe even worse then Nancy Pelosi another Congressional

huckster!! I'm sick of all of em.
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If Fauci is actually interested in studying chronic diseases he would know their simple deWnition, which deWnes their cured. Chronic

diseases have chronic causes. Some cases are curable, some are incurable. How can we tell?

A chronic disease is cured when the chronic nature of its cause has been successfully addressed. But today, all chronic diseases are

considered incurable - we can only hope to treat signs and symptoms with "approved drugs." When a case of a chronic disease like

arthritis, depression, diabetes, hypertension, heart disease, even obesity is cured - we can't tell. No proof is possible, so all cases of

cured are ignored to maintain the fawed deWnition of chronic disease. The disease case was clearly not cured by an approved drug -

no approved drugs claim to cure chronic diseases.

This provides a steady stream of income to drug companies, while maintaining the illusion of science. COVID has been slotted into the

same mold. As long as COVID remains incurable - today all claims of cured are ignored - Pharma can sell us, and our governments,

preventatives that don't need to work and drugs that don't need to cure. Most cases of COVID are cured by health, not by medicine,

so... like the "there is no cure for the common cold", COVID has become an incurable source of revenue worldwide...It's medical

technology, not science, in search of proWts, not cures.
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Yes, Tracy, Fauci and the pharmaceutical and agri-food corporations in coexistence with government institutions are the ones

that have promoted chronic diseases, when their mission is to establish a holistic approach to health because it is vital not to

get sick. What makes Covid-19 and any disease more dangerous are previous pathologies, vaccines and all environmental

toxins and those consumed in food, which weaken the immune system and create hyperinfammation. We are seeing how all

environmental toxins, those that enter the diet, as well as the manipulations of biology, environmental pollution, pesticides such

as glyphosate and electromagnetic, especially 5G, vaccines and prions, in humans and animals are an attack for health and

biodiversity. These toxins accumulate in the body and damage DNA, creating immunosuppressed people.

Dr. Mercola has highlighted the importance of infammation in the development of chronic diseases including heart disease,

atherosclerosis, and coronary artery disease, highlighting the importance of magnesium, the danger of oxidized w6 fats, and the

need to control hyperinsulinemia. . In addition, recommend vitamin D, K2, C, B complex, zinc, selenium, medicinal plants and

spices, etc. The immune system is the main effector of the infammatory response.

It is the immune system that carries out and modulates the physiological processes that ultimately lead to infammation.

Through its receptors, through its effector cells and through the substances that they synthesize and release, the immune

system organizes all the physiological responses responsible for giving rise to this complex defense mechanism that is

infammation. It is also responsible for ending the process and leaving the body in homeostatic balance. Let's take care of our

health with a holistic approach to our vitality.
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Fauci isn’t doing the job he was hired to do. He should have been Wred years ago. Let’s just say that he doesn’t belong in polite society
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Yes Breda......…and Jailed: Senator Rand Paul responded to the emergence of more evidence that Anthony Fauci lied to

Congress about funding coronavirus gain-of-function research, reminding viewers that the crime is a felony Wve years in prison.

“I Wnd it hard to believe that we still have someone with such poor judgment, who believes that even a pandemic would be worth

it, that this person is in charge of the investigation for our government, I Wnd it amazing,” Paul stated.

summit.news/2021/09/09/video-rand-paul-calls-for-Wve-years-in-jail-fo..  .
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Gui, I think he deserves worse than prison
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And it’s so funny how at the beginning of Trumps administration he wanted Fauxchi OUT. but wait! What happened?  A complete

turnaround and the almighty fauchi stayed right where he was!!!  Hmmmm? Lets all do the math on that one shall we!  Goes to

show even those we counted on to stick by us and help the average American …..suddenly had SOME “change of heart” eh?!  He

even supports the jab now too, and Not exactly a big advocate for CHOICE Goes to show NO ONE is immune to the payoffs

 These guys can buy ANYONE.
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Joe says he is going to make free tests avail. Based on his previous track record, I bet he screws this up, too. I heard a person can

order 4 tests at once. Then, what, can they get more free tests or does the employee need to pay for them?

Either way, this is not sustainable or affordable. Who makes the tests? Is the money to purchase tests going to China? There is

presently a shortage of tests available in our area.

People who must show a negative covid test weekly to keep their jobs are calling all over looking for tests at any price.   I think this is

just a ruse to lay off unV-ed employees. If they cannot get tests, they cannot work. The test is known to be highly inaccurate, so it will

require many unV-ed employees to remain off work and at home in quarantine if they get positive results.

Too many absences from work and they will be Wred. This kind of persecution is just one more attempt to get a needle in every arm.
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Tests are simply a way to control the fow of freedom in daily life. When and where you can go. Wake up people!
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The test are useless anyway. They can't be used to clear you for air travel. They can't be used as weekly exemption to getting

vaccinated. In both cases, the test must be done by nurse or someone certiWed...On top of that, it is estimated that it takes 10+

days to get the test once you have ordered it...By the time you get the test you should be over the bug, assuming it is the milder

variant Omicron.
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Why would any healthy person need a "test" to tell them that they're not sick?
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Yo! these are rapid tests, notoriously unreliable, which is why these are free. Distribution is through the US Postokce, currently

facing severe staff shortages due to, to? many of their their people are either out with covid or isolating after recovering from

covid.
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Randy, I have 8 test. I bought them back in early Dec/Late-Nov?? I was preparing for the TEST SHORTAGE that the Biden

Administration "never saw coming" according to Press Secretary Jen Psaki and VP Harris. I saw it coming back in Nov and

bought 8 test kits as soon as they hit the shelves at Sam's Wholesale! It's amazing that they are too stupid to Wgure that out!  I

didn't buy them to actually test for Covid-19.

I bought them so I could test to come to work. They purposely misled the public back in the fall of 2021 into thinking these test

were legitimate test that could be used for verifying your Covid-19 status. The Binaxnow website (Abbott) even stated so back

in Oct/Nov-ish that these test would be veriWable. They went as far as saying these are the same test already in use at

Walgreens when you get a rapid test.

Fast forward to 2 weeks ago and we are all waiting for the Supreme Court's decision on the vaccine mandates for employers

with over 100 employees. I'm trying to Wnd on Abbott's/Binaxnow's website how to verify these test and all that stuff they

claimed 3-4 months ago is GONE! Now you Wnd in small print that these test are not veriWable. The only way to get a veriWed

test is to go to a clinic. So I have 8 test that are of no use now.

Supposedly, there are some Tele-Med services that will verify the test for you by videoing the the entire testing event via your

cellphone. Again, it's easier to just go through a Walgreens drive-through.
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jamnjim and all... I understand and empathize with your need to test for work. Seriously, I do not feel I am at risk or will have a

need to test. My reason for obtaining free govt tests would be for resale as there will inevitably be shortages--just like there has

been of everything else govt has gotten involved in. I am not about to stick any of this stuff in my body--knowing it was prob

made in China or how it is made and works.

No one is going to stick a foreign object up my nose in close proximity to my blood-brain barrier. This deWes all common

sense--exactly what you were told not to do as a child. I'd actually like to see what happens to test results if you swabbed your

dog or dunked them in water. I recall reading a while ago about someone's garden tomato that tested positive for covid ...

Walgreens is also on my s**t list and I will not do business with them ... Stay well and hope you are spared false test results.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM
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"as Kennedy noted, it was Fauci’s job to Wgure out why cases of autism, food allergies, ADHD, sleep disorders, juvenile diabetes,

rheumatoid arthritis and many other chronic and infectious diseases have skyrocketed." The diseases Fauci was hired to end were

spawned by the childhood vaccine schedule.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Bingo! You get a gold star on your forehead!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Talk about IN YOU’RE FACE! I just opened MSNBC to access my email and the Wrst thing I see is an article talking about how well Bill

and Milenda Gates Foundation Trust has performed since 4th quarter of 2019.

www.msn.com/en-us/money/investordetails/Bill%20&%20Melinda%20Gates..  I wonder why? Must be all the kickbacks from the jabs

Snake Gates is getting! I bet Fauci owns a big portion of that so-called non-proWt! It’s only worth $22.6 BILLION!
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The_Bro
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:22:37 PM
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Thank you De, Mercola; I really needed a good laugh and that Jimmy Dore segment hit the spot, bang on!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish I could understand why the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control was trying to reach me. I already

told them once that I don't participate in anything that brags connection to the CDC. The next time they come through with a census -

you know it's going to have a box to check for jab/unjab ... my sweet friend is with me and she's been jabbed and boostered - she can't

get rid of her sickness.... she said, no more, I'm not getting any more shots. I hope she's serious..I have a family member already

anticipating shot #4 this summer..Fauci is a whack job.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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My congratulations to your friend because she has Wnally understood that "vaccines" are a failure. Others no longer have the

opportunity to regret having been vaccinated. Former Malaysian soccer player Serbegeth Singh, more popularly known as

Shebby Singh, died suddenly of a heart attack while cycling on Wednesday, January 12. Shebby, who has worked in recent years

as a soccer pundit, received his COVID-19 booster shot just Wve days earlier, on January 7

thecovidworld.com/serbegeth-singh-former-pro-football-player-dies-5-da..  (01/16/2022)
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jamNjim
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A cohort at work has been out for a while and just came back yesterday. His mother had gotten a booster shot 2 weeks ago. She

has eczema. She has had such a severe relapse she literally can't move.

Her skin cracks open and bleeds if she bends her arms to feed herself. He showed me a pick of her left arm and it looks like a

snake shedding its skin. I CRINGED!! She has to be in sever pain! He himself has been to a cardiologist 3 times since he got his

booster. He has never had heart disease in his life.

He just got angioplasty. One of our hourly employees on the production foor got his booster and had his psoriasis, that had

been in remission, fare up so bad he decided to retire early. He was 63. His entire body broke out so bad he couldn't move.

He was in so much misery/pain he dialed 911. The story I got is second hand. A friend of his that I know told me this when I

asked why he was absent from work. I believe him.

Another guy that sits across from me at work got his booster and 4 weeks later get Covid and is hospitalized! He recovered.

They didn't ever have to put him on a ventilator. They just gave him meds and oxygen. What's signiWcant about him is that he

had the original Alpha or Beta variant back in 2020 and recovered with no vaccine and little drama (never hospitalized).

After he recovered from covid around Sept 2020 the shots soon became available. He got both PWzer shots in Jan 2021 and his

booster a few months ago. Now his wife is having surgery!! I asked what was wrong and he said "Oh it's nothing.....she's just

having a Hysterectomy". She works at a hospital.

So I'm sure they both got their shots together at the same time. It's been 4 months since their boosters and now she needs a

hysterectomy. My wife has not received her booster because she still feels sick from her second shot. She just got diagnosed

with "pink-eye".

I'm like NO WAY! None of these incidences can be coincidences.
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jamNjim, recently discussed the autoimmune people being thrown under the bus by the CDC/FDA - to the tune of 50 to 70

million Americans. My doctor said its kinda brutal right now, where they insist on the jab, then if you have a bad reaction, you get

off any future shots. My response was "this is NOT healthcare", certainly not do not harm. I have heard of people w MS under

control for year becoming disabled or bed-bound after taking the shot He replied, sure, spikes can travel anywhere in the body.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Jamnjim, a lot of those same people loudly support segregating and imprisoning us. They wished death on us. Not all the

vaccinated have done this of course. But if I see someone has been a vaxxhole on SM and has their skin falling off like they're

burned, or necrosis turning their digits black so they fall off, or myocarditis, or severe neurological damage, or autoimmune

disease I feel no pity for them at all.

They wanted to be guinea pigs. Their choice which I supported (though concerned it was unwise.) They screamed about how

evil I am, how my unmodiWed body is diseased and killing children--though I stayed home when I was really sick--how their

health was more important than my freedom. And what a horrible, selWsh person I was and how I should be imprisoned, cast out

from "polite society," buried alive...I don't feel anything but schadenfreude when I hear about something horrible happening to

those people. They love Big Brother.

Let him save them. Now that they obeyed him so sedulously and turned on family/friends who would not. Talk to the images on

TV vaxxholes. Your real and only friends now.
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lovestosing6 - it is not only the spike proteins that your body is producing that are so damaging, but the lipid nanoparticles

themselves. Here is a short video featuring Dr. Michael Palmer, in which he describes just how toxic they

are...www.bitchute.com/.../djgGWArf7szA  
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jamNjim
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fromseatoshiningsea, EXACTLY! You can't even Wnd out what all is in these jabs. They won't tell you! One ingredient they all have

is Polyethylene-Glycol (PEG). It is a PETROCHEMICAL! It is the main (only) ingredient in the laxative Miralax. How do you like

the idea of a petroleum-based laxative being injected into you???

The most bothersome part for me is HOW DOES YOUR BODY EXPOSE OF THIS petrochemical?? The reason it is supposedly

safe to use as a laxative is because it can't be absorbed through the intestinal walls into the blood stream. Doesn't that blood

barrier work both ways?? How about your kidneys??

This is scary $H!T!! I seriously want to test this on some other animal before I test it on myself. As cruel as that may sound, I

want to know! You should be able to detect PEG in the urine if your kidneys if you can get rid of it. If not, where does it go? Does

it get deposited in fat cells?

Does it become part of your cellular makeup like vegetable oils do? Does it just stay at the injection sight and later become a

cancer? This is uncharted territory! No one has the answers to these questions. How can anyone legally inject you with

something when they can't answer these questions?

Then there's the rest of the unknown ingredients. I believe it was our Canadian member Retsbew that posted a link to a video of

a couple asking for an MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) for these vaccines. The clinic they were at CALLED THE POLICE! They

could not provide an MSDS sheet and when they insisted on getting the MSDS sheet the clinic called the police! This is CHINA

people! It's time everyone woke up and pushed back! If we don't push back now we will become like CHINA! It was Vladamir

(another forum member) that used to tell us that we are worse than Russia now and he was supposed to be Russian.
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jamNjim and all... Skin conditions are often the body's way to detoxify. The avenues of elimination (emunctories) are the kidney

and colon (wastes), lung (exhale), and Wnally, if those are overloaded, toxins get excreted thru the skin.  For those of you

suffering acne, toxins can be both endo- and exo- meaning they are either from stuff you body naturally produces (ex., hormonal

imbalances) or stuff from your environment or what is put into your body. I am shocked at the suddenness of widespread inset

of post-vax symptoms.

Just before Christmas, we delivered gifts. 4 of 4 people were experiencing leg problems--numbness, loss of control, tremors,

even passing out, etc. after being jabbed around the same time. To my way of thinking, it was likely they all got the same batch.

We know some batches are extremely toxic. Like you, I think it is highly suspicious that all are experiencing similar problems.

Living near each other, getting vaxed at same time. No point in bringing the subject up as they believe the vax is a good thing

and they "trust the science".

We also have a neighbor whose immune system has shut down. He cannot be around people for at least 2 years and must shop

for groceries late at night in a 24-hour store. Doctors say they can do nothing for him except reevaluate after that time.

Meanwhile, he is on his own.

It is a sad way for an older man to have to live. People still remain in denial. They are so eager to conform.
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Gui, very sad indeed. My friend is putting two and two together, her mother was sharp, they're calling it dementia - but the

memory issues began after she was vax'd. She is just putting that together ...
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fromseatoshiningsea - Thank you! I'll check it out now!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the sad story of the failure of human dignity and the erosion of the moral impulse - Dr Falsey and his partner in crime Snake Gates is

the low point in the downward slide of the American Pseudo Health Services - Falsey's pact with Pharma is a faustian Pact between

the Devil and his lookalike Lucifer - these two are mirror images of moral decline - the trashing of the American Soul by deranged

cyphers that basically are nothing but ACTORS playing a pulp movie where their ham gestures are only just good enough to fool a

bunch of Zombies who are entranced by the phosphorescence emanating from their living room TV screens -  in Orwell's amazing

novel 1984 every room has a two way screen - that sees and refects - this is the alchemical Devil's Laboratory - every day and every

moment the viewers DEAD BRAIN is given a ficker of life from this screen - when not viewing the screen the blankness of the Zombie

mindlessness returns - the Zombie hates to feel the emptiness of the void so the Zombie watches the screen to be directed by his/her

sponsors that Pharma is the BROTHER they should believe in - Dr Falsey is the messenger of the gods formerly called Hermes that

waves his caduceus and makes oracular pronouncements - the Zombies love the messenger and worship every contradiction as

authorative - such a sweet man - the Zombies love to die on his behalf - so cute - as the saying goes - " THOSE WHOM THE GODS

WISH TO DESTROY, THEY FIRST DRIVE MAD !!" .
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Yes, Stan, zombies hypnotized by Fauci who is a puppet of the globalist elites of the great fortunes. Dr. Robert Malone, warns of

mass-forming psychosis: "If the global public isn't scared enough by Covid, perhaps a newer and more effective mass murderer

'will catch their attention.'" That phrase is a quote from Bill Gates…..Approved scientists, working for the WHO, are declaring that

it is possible new coronavirus as contagious and dangerous as Ebola is destined to appear.You should know.Your corporate

labs, owned by PWzer, Moderna and all other manufacturers of "vaccines", they are manufacturing new diseases at the behest of

Bill Gates and Fauci. There is nothing like personal experience to get out of complacency and hypnosis…. More and more

people have discovered the true solution: to take charge of your own life and Wnd true friends who will support you in the effort

to recover your own mind.

blog.nutbox.io/@arbitration/dr-robert-malone-enlightens-about-mass-for..  Gates works and socializes a lot with Dr. Anthony

Fauci, who has his own terrifying history of vaccine experimentation regardless of what happens to the human subjects of his

experiments. Stephen Mosher published a revealing article on LifeSite titled "How Dr. Fauci's Fraudulent Pandemic Advice Put

Millions of Americans Through Hell." They along with the leading globalists and their friends in the medical establishment

suppress very cheap and incredibly effective medical protocols available long ago for COVID. -19 infection that would

essentially make mandatory masking and a mandatory vaccine unnecessary.
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Robert Kennedy, Jr.'s July 21, 2020 article is titled "Gates Drives Experimental Technology in Seven Billion Humans." He akrms:

Pharma has over 170 COVID vaccines in development, but Gates and Fauci brought Moderna's "Frankenstein coup" to the front

of the queue... Scientists and ethicists are sounding the alarm… It is possible that Moderna's genetic alterations will be passed

on to future generations. In January, the Geneva Declaration, by the world's leading ethicists and scientists, called for an end to

this type of experimentation. It is very interesting to read the whole statement.

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/the-most-dangerous-two-men-in-the-world/

 childrenshealthdefense.org/news/vaccines/gates-pushes-gene-altering-te..  
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Gui - looked at the links and Dave Cullen video that Chilren's Health recommeded - liked Cullen's analysis of the Snake's body

language reveals - these monsters are hellbent on extorting every last cent out of the Kingdom of Suckers that is their

playground - their aberrative activities are reprehensible and disgusting - but their contempt for humanity is based upon their

belief that "a sucker is born every minute" and the reason for this is that they are the self appointed vampires that suck the

blood from the suckers that are like personal blood banks built especially to donate their blood to them
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Gui, Stan, How do you even know if these kids will grow up and be able to have children? The Pfzer mRNA distribution study

from the Japanese was rather clear, yes? Testes and ovaries are the primary collection area. Girls inherit a Wnite number of eggs

from their mothers, and if dna is damaged?..The next decade or more may require a lot of prayers!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In 1984 and in today’s world many are denied access to basic nutrition. Without basic nutrition the ability to think clearly is

clouded. It’s not as simple as people woke up to live the life of a sheep or zombie but rather they were denied the means, the

ability to choose, through proper nutrition to feed the brain/body that makes the choice; free thought or the zombie life. These

people are groomed and victimized through no fault of their own.

We know that our government has spent hundreds of millions if not billions on psychological control studies then applied their

knowledge against us by way of television programming, education on all levels, news media, entertainment media, food

availability, access to health and dental care. I read to much condemnation and self congratulatory remarks when it comes to

escaping their clutches when in reality it’s by the grace of God there go I. We are each fortunate to have escaped this time, this

issue yet they’re still watching, listening and reconWguring how they can snare us all- The high horse is a precarious position to

maintain.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 8:25:00 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose - the question of fertlity is the main plank of the anti life Eugenics ideology that the vaccine czar advocates - the Snake has

said that vaccination will reduce the human population - this is an aberrant goal that psychologically implies a clear and present

threat to human existence - as Zelenko inquires - why would you want to believe that vaccines will protect you when the vaccine

czar states categorically that his intention is to KILL you !! .                                                                                                                  

 katndog - the purpose of the "comments" section is to voice one's criticism of the reality that CROOKS are foisting upon us - to

offer up potential remedies - I have been doing this for a number of years - millions of words of text have been generated

through my efforts - now you perceive my efforts as my feelings of "superiority / high horse" - do you really think that anyone

would donate their time in order to demonstrate their superiority ?? - I have worked professionally as a cultural critic before

contributing to these Mercola aticles - I receive many emails thanking me for my efforts to change the mindset of the society I

am part of - and yet you consider my effort to be some sort of attempt at self gloriWcation - is that how your dogs and cats see

you ?? .
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Stan, Someone repeated that threat to Gates in 2015 or 2016, and Bill clariWed that people in developing nations are having

too many kids, as they are needed to help in the Welds. Many die in childhood (from polluted water, air, malnutrition - who knows

what). So he said he meant that if more people were vaccinated against childhood illness, then families could afford to have

fewer children. Now appears that response, along with the Gates Foundation massive vaccn program to eradicate polio

worldwide belong in a Ripley's Believe it or Not review, especially true for Gates Foundation capitalistic philanthropic efforts in

East Africa and India.

Results have been upsidedown and backwards. Am certain affected people must hate the US and other developed nations. And

Bill Gates either is dense as to what causes better health and/or has no idea how the infection rates went down in the US well

before any Salk or Sabin or the third guy's vaccines ever showed up for use. He seems to know money rules, and his 20:1 ROI in

Pharma is better than he can get anywhere else!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose - the Snake has demanded that his control of the WHO as its main funder should be the alteration of WHO policy - focus on

food and water has been withdrawn and the malnourished African child is jabbed as the better alternative - this policy has

resulted in child sacriWce {a Snake speciality} and deaths and paralysis on millions of children in Afrca and Asia - and this

madman has the effrontery to claim hs mission to be philanthropy - the sucker public believes in him as he has magical powers

to generate wealth - they offer him their children for MRNA sacriWce - they love this devil
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bselsaolcom
Joined On 3/11/2009 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will not be voting for anyone for Congress in 2022 who does not promise to introduce or join legislation to totally reorganize CDC,

NIADD, NIH, and FDA in such a way as to prevent confict of interest and assure accountability for the results that the American people

expect from their primary health agencies.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 1:54:33 PM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of middle aged spinsters seem to have a thing for Fauci. Kind of like the women hanging on Dr. Oz. Fauci is pretty gross but the

Covid Karens have become horny after months of isolation I guess. Plus many are into Fifty Shades of Gray and the mask mandates

give them a chance to dress up like they're in bondage videos all the time Just wish they'd keep their weird kinks to themselves instead

of forcing them on others...Including children.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lol
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since the majority of people are caught up in the Plandemic, we can be certain it is men and women both who have been

deceived by the propaganda. It merely reveals your dislike of women to say otherwise.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith - unlike solitaire my observation is the same as yours - not misogynistic just honest
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Evil psychopaths should never be given this kind of power. Then again; the evidence demonstrates that good people are seldom

placed in such positions. This entire civilization is controlled by BIG MONEY. Nothing gets done, unless Big Money is involved! Also; I

can guarantee you that fraudski is in bed with the military!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We’re all in the frying pan together and will remain so until it collapses. Big government is a failure as is big pharma, big tech,

big Corp, etc. True health and happiness is achieved through local accountability. Excess and long-standing criminality is

achieved through lack of accountability within the conWnes of the aforementioned...Since voluntary rescaling will never happen

on it’s own collapse is the only answer...Globalism is an unachievable goal...It may look right to some on paper but the depth

and breadth of corruption it invites also creates it’s own demise...Walmart meat vs small local ranch Farmers market vs Costco

We choose with our wallet daily.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, RANDY, power belongs to those who are accountable to the globalist elite. Fauci has been abusing his position within the

government to become a billionaire. Fauci is in power where corruption is the main means to beneWt from his position while he

causes suffering and death. The records, released by Republican Roger Marshall and also a junior US Senator from Kansas,

showed the Faucis have a combined net worth of more than $10 million, much of which was generated by the Wuhan

coronavirus.

If unfortunately it continues until the end of Biden's term in 2024, he will have earned an estimated $2.5 million as the

president's top medical adviser. When he retires, Fauci's pension will be the largest in US history, topping $350,000 per year.

www.zerohedge.com/markets/fauci-Wnancials-expose-how-millionaire-doct..  
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui; evil entities, such as fraudski and billy boy, don't even deserve to breathe the same air as we "human beings". Those entities

are sub-human, at best! What they need, is a taste of their own poison! Kat; we need to tenaciously hang onto any and all

personal "choices" that we have left. The global plan, is to strip us of all our "rights and freedoms", which evidently, are fading

fast!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Katndognco, remember that the "Third Reich" meant Third Millennium. Hitler's thousand years only lasted a dozen. Perhaps this

new system will collapse in upon itself. But the damage will be horriWc But damage control is all we can do now.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Society is collapsing. This is a blunt assessment of the current situation. If you are offended, please skip it.  Time for a reality check

and review of priorities.

How well have you thought things out? Make a plan now. If you already have a plan, review it. If you cannot do everything—none of us

can—do what you can.

Even if food is available later this year, transportation costs are going to drive prices sky high. Consider what you can obtain locally,

either purchasing direct or producing it yourself. Consider shelf life, storage needs and what you will need to do to continuously

replace what you use up.  There are 1100 meals a year per person—2 dozen cans of soup on the shelf is not a good preparedness plan.

So, if you have a family of 4 with older children, it will take 4400 meals to get through a year without snacking. (If you have teenage

boys, they will need to be contributing heavily to the family food supply!) An adult can survive on 2000 calories a day (or less), but

under adverse conditions, if you are working hard you will need many more calories. These should come from nutrient-dense foods.

There may be physiological and psychological reactions to sudden changes in diet.

My husband and I actually prefer many coarse foods, but this is not typical of the general population accustomed to and dependent on

highly-processed foods.  If you can garden, plan to save a 3-year supply of heirloom seed, in case of needing to replant or crop

failures. Plan for both early spring and late fall planting, too. Save as much of your own seed as you can in your climate.

-continued-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued-  Beans&rice are Wne, esp. good as shelf stable foods. But have you considered your general protein needs beyond

that? Will you have meat, Wsh, eggs, dairy once a day?

What will you eat for breakfast? What about good fats and oils? At the very least, your diet will not be very palatable without

them. What about beverages other than water?

I reiterate—there is a role for pantry staples, but what about living foods? You will need them year around, even when your

garden is not productive. Will you be able to include enough of these in your diet? <=Many of you will be happy to realize that

home brew is a good means of preserving the “lively” harvest bounty.

😉

 Also, plan to have on hand some quick and ready-to-eat foods, for times when cooking may not be possible. Many

home-canned foods will work for this, even if they must be eaten cold. What are your plans for no clean drinking water—or no

water coming out of the faucet? A toilet that no longer fushes?

No electricity or heat? No gasoline for cars/trucks, tractors, tillers? Food preservation without refrigeration or disposable

canning lids? Toilet paper, paper towels, Kleenex, napkins, food wrap?

Yes, I realize many of these are not essential, but are you already prepared to do without? Soaps, detergents, supplements,

medical and sanitary supplies? Esp. stock up on any meds that must be imported and will have a shelf life.

Feed for animals… pets, livestock, working animals. There are many options. Some options will very by

region/climate/geography. You will Wnd plenty of solutions and alternatives online if you do diligent research.

Acquire basic skills. Cooking from scratch. Butchering. Sewing, knitting, crocheting.

Mending, repairs. Add a few specialty skills for barter or helping neighbors. Ham radio, gunsmithing, herbal medicine, foraging

identiWcation, construction trades, food production. Can you teach children?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued-  Crime is surging, both theft/burglary and pointless violent crimes by crazies. Are you prepared for an intruder in

your home?  I recommend each person in the household above the age of reason be trained in the use of Wrearms. A pistol may

be more useful at close range for home protection.

A good hunting rife is useful for long distances. Both can be useful—it is not an either/or choice. I will not go into further detail

except to say, never point a gun at something you do not intend to kill. Keep the safety on until you are ready to shoot.

Those 2 rules are prob the most important for safety. Of course, never leave an unsecured loaded gun.  Since amo is in short

supply, you may also want to own archery equipment and become proWcient. If you are processing more of your own food, you

will need good knives.

My favorite hunting knife was hand-made on an Indian RSVP and given to me as a gift. It works well for many things, but esp

butchering.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- Many people ask me how you Wnd other like-minded people. It is not by searching for them, but by doing things in

your own life. People with common interests naturally come together. They may not come out and tell you they are preppers.

Start by doing the things preppers do and going where they go. This may mean spending more time hunting and Wshing than

commercial entertainments and vacations. Joining the organizations they join. If a friend has a Wshing boat, offer to pay gas for

the gas if he takes you out.

If you get invited to a hunting camp, volunteer to do at least part of the cooking—in other words, make yourself useful. Get

together with others to work on construction projects... or volunteer. Tell your friends what you would like to learn that they can

teach. Network with other gardeners.

Take advantage of learning opportunities. Display a good attitude.  Be aware of your own inadequacies if you are inexperienced.

Expect to be assigned menial tasks.

This is a typical scenario and why we often ignore city people who say they want to learn and volunteer to help us. Many have a

sense of entitlement and a very poor work ethic and stamina when it comes to physical labor. It is about ego rather than

productivity. They consider our work an entertainment for their amusement, and do not follow directions, resulting in our loss.

For example, I recall one occasion when we butchered a moose. For those of you who do not know, that is a big job, even though

it was already skinned, gutted and hung to cure. One fellow was so gung-ho about being able to learn to butcher a moose. He

showed up and immediately started begging for free meat.

After an hour on his feet he started complaining about the work. Then, he suddenly realized he had somewhere else he needed

to be and left. He just wanted to take some selWes and brag to his friends that he had butchered a moose when all he had

actually done was get in the way and screw things up.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for all of your practical advice! I will deWnitely be looking for sustenance from the ocean! Some Wshing but I am lucky

to have an Ocean Cove nearby with dozens of edible Sea Flora that can sustain one easily. Every so often I bite into something

that is not edible, but invariably it is a leaf or some grass that blew in from the land! If things end up getting really bad there may

also be some nice deserted mansions in the area! Of course they are practically deserted already, just being used for vacations!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 7:45:07 AM
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swabie... I am always surprised when I write something like this that I consider common knowledge and someone Wnds it

useful. About water... For those of you living near an ocean without access to a boat, you may still Wnd clams, oysters, surf

Wshing, seaweeds. For those of you near rivers and creeks, you may Wnd smelt running in season, Wshing from shore, snapping

turtles, frogs legs, crayWsh, etc. You may even be able to grow watercress along the banks of a gentle stream if water is

clean..You can buy seed..Know your water quality..For hunters, realize many animals come down to water to drink at night and

then go back up to higher ground..They will most often be on the backside of a lake, away from people...A wine cellar may be a

good place to wait out Armageddon ;-) I also happen to have glass bottles of sparkling water stored.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond supposedly most women can survive on 1000 calories a day and men can make it on 1200/day. That assumes you are

not doing much and you have electricity and GAS. When the grid is taken out by terrorist or an adversary like China or Russia the

1200 calories a day to survive will turn into 3600+ calories/day. More than half of the people in the USA will starve to death

when it happens.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tried to talk to neighbors about the collapsing supply chain months ago. Glazed eyes and quick change of topic. My family

laughs at my "conspiracy theories.: Even after they come true.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen to Almond!!!! She is right on. Learn some skills, get some land, get a water puriWer (something that we need to do). To be

quite blunt, at our little place on 120 acres, my husband made me a "toilet" that is in the bathroom when we do not have running

water (6 mo out of the year cuz the pipes freeze). It is a soft seat on a wood base that sits on a bucket...That's it...I poop in a

bucket (women don't squat well)...It freezes and there is no smell...Then it is dumped in spring into the holding tank...People

need to get reacquainted to being self sukcient like the pioneers were...No shame in that...We have enough food for two years

or more...Plus our land can be hunted on and foraged...Our place is literally overrun with raspberry bushes, so much that they

are a nuisance...Land always gives...The two things that we need to focus on as a family are water and seeds.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith... All I can do is laugh at some people anymore. Just the other day, a well-educated professional Wnally caught on that

there were shortages and said to me, "Maybe I should do some prepping..." Gosh, do you think?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Lee and all... Each of us has something we need to focus on because we cannot and have not done it all. While I believe it is a

good thing to try to help your neighbors, the truth is that you cannot help people long term who have done nothing to prepare

and help themselves. That is just a mathematical fact. You can only help those who have already been doing something to help

themselves.

If you anticipate another family of 4 unprepared do-nothings moving in with you, do you happen to have on hand that extra 4400

meals, at 3600-5000 calories a day, for just one year to feed them? Work clothing, boots? Assuming you can get them to work,

be cooperative and actually be productive. Will they constantly be a drag on your ekciency/cohesiveness?

Will people who are inexperienced with Wrearms and a rural way of life be useful taking a shift at guard duty on your perimeter?

Will you even have time to teach them? Can you deal with the whining and digestive upsets of people who have relied on fast

food when they must adjust to coarse natural foods and they insist on raiding your pantry or sneaking their favorite foods, all

the snacking they are accustomed to? For several years, we did our business in a hole we dug, no permanent living situation, so

did not build an outhouse.

I can tell you, it is much nicer Wnally having indoor plumbing. I would hope we do not need to return to that, but it can be done.

(BTW, you make those trips outdoors in the middle of the night unless you are sick. You "potty" before bed.) One option for a

toilet seat is to put 3 posts in the ground--nail a split, peeled log in the shape of a "V" with the rounded side up.

We also dug a hole and rolled a huge section of hollowed out log over the top of it. Lay a board over the top to keep rodents out.

A forked stick will hold toilet paper. A tin can over the top keeps it dry.

Put your biffy behind a bush, far enough from the house, but not too far, if dangerous animals--and take a light/gun at night
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Simple things surprise me. Was sitting around with an outWtter friend a while ago talking about preparedness. Often those of us

who are generalists and feel we have no particular skill set do not consider ourselves particularly useful. My friend pointed out

how we each excel at different useful things.

He pointed out what he considered my most important skill. I can cook just about anything, esp. wild foods. He explained that

few women know how to cook from scratch anymore and this would be one of the most valuable skills to a group during a time

of crisis.

It is not only a matter of having enough food, but knowing how to preserve and prepare it.  It may appear to be a sexist

comment, but I have often heard men say one reason they are not married is because they cannot Wnd a woman who can cook

and they are not about to eat garbage for the rest of their lives. They are esp. amazed at how useless many younger women are

in the kitchen.

I have also found it easier to teach men to cook once you convince them you will not tolerate excuses and they are going to do it

themselves. I just stand there and give directions while they do it--not just watch me. It really does something for their ego to be

able to make basic recipes and realize it is well within their ability. I joke about opening a cooking school for hungry bachelors.

No, I am not saying men cannot cook, either. No one can grill meat as well as my husband. It is his hobby and he has raised it to

an art form.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The majority of health problems are not the result of a pharmaceutical drug deWciency. If govt was serious about ending covid, they

would offer free serum level testing for vitamin D and supplements, where necessary. Start this at the beginning of the school year. Do

this for a month and the "crisis" would be over..It would prob cost less per individual than the programs for giving out free

condoms..Additionally, there would be cost savings from the ways in which the general health of the population would improve,

costing govt less for govt health programs, public assistance, lost days on the job and unemployment..More people working means

more people paying taxes..As for taxes, why is it the only solution politicians ever see to balancing budgets is increasing taxes...How

about cutting the size and cost of govt?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, Fauci and the institutions dedicated to food and drugs are the tool of the great fortunes to continue accumulating

proWts while people create chronic pathologies that lead to death from Covid-19. Health is not pursued, the creation of

protocols to immortalize the disease is pursued. The multiple causes that are causing disease and death due to medical

treatment are caused by the principles and protocols of Allopathic Medicine, and not treating patients according to the

principles of holistic medicine. The defense of the terrain theory provides us with the foundation for a healthy body.

Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nourishing your own system, not from pharmaceuticals. all previous human

societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans were not internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune

system. With Allopathic Medicine we treat the symptoms but we promote a toxic Weld to fall prey to diseases and in short, the

reduction of life expectancy. Each one needs an individualized diagnosis and treatment focused on the vital forces of the

patient, the human being has a great potential for self-healing, the patient becomes the main agent, who is directly involved in

the healing process, the therapist being a facilitator and ally.

Illness as help: Illness is a process of adaptation that must be attempted in order to obtain a new order. It is an alarm that tells

us that something is not in harmony. Power: acting in an integral way is the power to heal, initiating a process of change, which

allows you to improve aspects of your life so as not to get sick again. Medicine is controlled by insurance now, because as soon

as someone has insurance, they lose control over the type of medicine they access.

The insurance even determines the price of each treatment and the therapies to be practiced. The protocols are established and

the doctor is part of the system, of the diseases created by the pharmaceutical maWa.
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Guillermo and all... I am paying scant attention to a continuing education class for medical practitioners. It is a bit complex, but I

cannot seem to get my head around the basic premise. It sounds like an ad for a pharmaceutical company. That is, you need to

normalize metabolic scores by choosing the correct drug therapies..It just so happens that none of these drugs eliminate

underlying causes or support health..They all work by blocking certain pathways in the body..Among all these doctors who have

been educated far beyond their intelligence, none have the common sense to ask, "What was the function of the original

pathway before you decided to block it?" I will paraphrase what Henry Ford said about problems on his assembly line..He stated

that he could hire all the engineering experts he wanted, but what he really needed was an employee who could tell him that, if

he removed a certain screw the front wheel would fall off.
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Almond - "medical education" - prescribing Pharma product - that is all the education the Modern Doctor needs - Pharma frowns

upon any deviations of this textbook {which they write} instruction
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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"What was the function of the original pathway before you decided to block it?" Right? When told your blood pressure is high,

(never used to be before the standard was changed,) the question was asked, so what causes high blood pressure? Answer, we

don't know. ????

Well than how does the med work? Answer well we trick the kidneys into so on and so forth. ????  Being as we are talking about

a major life supporting organ here, bad answer, but not the Doc's fault, they're trained this way, Rockefeller Medicine doesn't

allow the question what causes this.

Doc Mercola does, & this is a threat to the status quo. It's all top down the people on high have all the answers, don't pull back

the curtain Toto. The Rockerfeller template is how can we turn this malady into a ca$$$h Cow. By the time & if the doctor has

the time to realize something is rotten in Denmark, they're already deep in debt from Rockefeller Schooling & Financing, a

practice & payroll & very likely to have a family to support or their children's schooling to pay for too.

Can we blame for falling into best to keep the head down and work to do the best they can. Now the Rockefeller Med System

has grown like the Cancer they claim they are trying to cure.
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They would also fip the food pyramid upside-down (high fat/low carb) and start checking people's fasting insulin levels and

A1C instead of fasting glucose levels.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM
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It's like MaWa !
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want Jimmy Dore to head up the FDA, CDC, SEC, Federal Reserve, Speaker of House.
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arnlee
Joined On 12/23/2010 7:20:27 AM
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When the time comes I hope this man is hung publicly for the whole world to witness...
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! for a long time I have said if FDA approved it I will not take it! Same for EPA. They are bought and sold.
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SaCh1984
Joined On 5/8/2021 10:44:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Mercola, Though I understand why you have to charge for access to your library, it is very disappointing to know have to pay a

charge.  I personally have spent hundreds of dollars on your vitamins vinagars, tomato sauce etc. There is big proWt in Vitamins just

like cosmetics.   I am a retired 72 year old woman and live off of SS right now.

So every dime counts.   $50.00 will pay a utility bill for me so I have to resign from joining your library.  Thank you Colleen OHarra
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't wait for the day that I hear that fraud-chee, clown schwab, gates, and soros have been exterminated for crimes against humanity,

especially the children.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PCR tests could be replaced with x-rays... www.the-sun.com/health/4499563/covid-pcr-tests-replaced-x-rays-accurat..  
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1000 scientiWc studies, most peer reviewed and published (real science folks) prove the Lethality of the so called vaccines. Amazing

article and references (all 1000 of them ) for your records: www.saveusnow.org.uk/covid-vaccine-scientiWc-proof-lethal  
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is Fraudci able to control medicine globally; why are bioweapons being researched and in secret; why is an mRNA injection

allowed; why are patents on lab-created genocidal freaks of Nature allowed at all; why are these injections mandated -- are for the very

same reason why Elon Musk is able to clutter Skies with zillions of satellites, deforest 740 acres of Forest in Berlin for his gigafactory,

and devour Raw Nature in New Caledonia with coal-factory; why Bill Gates and Jeff Bezos are able to buy up hundreds of thousands of

acres of farmland, why GMO crops and mosquitos are able to be created and let loose into the Environment; why someone is allowed

to build gigafactories destroying Sacred Spaces and Wild Areas and Green Spaces; and why somebody is allowed to be worth $129

billion; why USA military has 800 bases in 70+ countries; why USA military is allowed to collect 45 percent of all nation's income tax

rendering its budget the equivalent of military budgets of top 25 nations while their own people are homeless and hungry and students

run up life-time debts for higher education who only help the nation by doing so; and so on and so forth -- is because Aggli Capitalism

with ugly tentacles stretching around the globe pushed by Anglo-Saxon Freemason Founding Fathers allows them to and because
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with ugly tentacles stretching around the globe pushed by Anglo-Saxon Freemason Founding Fathers allows them to and because

there are no referendums on these issues, where the public whom all of these things impact directly because they impact Earth

Herself has no say in it, because the society is so construed where the people are excluded from participating in the decision-making

processes (per Ralph Nader at WTO protests in Seattle 1999) meaning that there is no True democracy in the USA or England or

Australia or Canada, and there never was. Opinion polls is not democracy but a sham making it appear like a democracy. People easily

placing issues on ballots and referendums on key issues constitutes a True democracy. A republic of a handful of representatives

making all decisions does not.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To Almond, I always enjoy reading your common sense comments. A word of encouragement, We have a lot of young parents with lots

of children in our church. I have seen an increased interest in gardening and food preservation. I get a lot of questions from them and I

pass along my seed catalogs and gardening magazines each month.

I found the younger women are interested in Wrearms so I give them my NRA magazines. When summer comes we take our excess

vegetables t church and share them. We are a suburban church. It is encouraging and I feel like I have lots of grandchildren.

Several of our members have concealed carry permits and come armed. Like a guy told me years ago that his mother worked in a bad

part of town and it was often dark when she left work. Her motto was: I'm not afraid of those who believe in Jesus but I have a .38 for

those who don't. Nuff said.
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fredcola2021
Joined On 12/3/2021 10:13:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please pray for the DEFEAT THE MANDATES event and for all the people there. I am sure that antifa/blm will show up to cause trouble.

Or some other trouble makers will be there. Pass this request on.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's way past time Fauci was arrested and tried for murder.....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

why waste the time? just hang the basttard
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article could have been very accurately titled: "The Foxo Who Guards the Hen House."
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drwolfman
Joined On 8/31/2006 2:22:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not to change the subject but one can see Dr. Andrew Kaufman's rebuttal of Hammond's interview at:

www.bitchute.com/video/UnpfmjmXNH0O/?utm_source=MASTER%20NEWSLETTER%20..  
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

like Kaufman and Cowan - they don't submit to propaganda - straight talkers that research and have no ties to Big Brother - they

are anti dogma and call for open midedness and research - nothing wrong with that - good video too
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splashingwater
Joined On 2/7/2014 1:44:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Falsie is not the ultimate power behind this scamdemic. But he had the power of infuence to prevent it, as well as to halt it at any time.

Were I him, I wouldn't want to deal with his karma.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Centralized powers have always manipulated science from behind the scenes wherever they could. That's what whorish Craft is&

does. The difference now is that what was once wrest from their control by the grace of God restoring the scriptures to a receptive

populace,& the steady resistance& shed blood of millions of martyrs & defenders of liberty has been checked,& mated, by the empire

striking back, demoralizing, compromising, tempting, fattering& lying...seducing& gradually taking all back under their tyrannical

control& the same spirit that holds them in bondage. Big Pharma is controlled by Big Central Banking, a tool& an outcome of planning

& scheming of the minority holding majority stock& vested interest in it& every other industry of man.

There comes a point when men refuse to love the truth that they might be saved, a point of no return, at which God gives them over to

their desire, basically saying, 'Okay. Have it your way.' When there is no more that can be done or said to recall them to truth or to

mitigate their hubris. They will soon be uniting around a man coming in his own name, ultimately declaring himself to be God. Maybe

they'll sacriWce their crony & tool, Fauci, to make themselves look like 'saviors', or maybe they won't, but w/ men rejecting the only

power that could help or make them free: the scriptures given of God & evident when honestly compared to all competitors &

claimants ....the proud march of the deceiving& being deceived,& the blind leading the blind into the ditch, isn't likely to stop.

They just keep fulWlling it on the wrong side& err long, God in his mercy is going to wrap it up, pulling out his sealed of this age, he who

now letteth....& let it escalate w/o check into judgment as written.  The terms change at that point, & it's far better to settle one's case

w/ the Lord on his terms now, than to come to one's senses at that time when spiritual things & the warfare become visible, men's

hearts failing them for fear.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Obvoiusly...no US Senator of HoR have any ball to get rid of this QUACK.... so demantle the US Government..... FIRE THEM

ALL!!!!!........No Guts...No Glory!!! wipe them all out..start hanging them ALL...you elected this Pack of Asslickers....now hang them all

for treason...no trials..just drag them out and hand the scum....EVERY F77king one..and Re-Use the ROPE!!! One rope will stretch 100

hecks.....Good Old Hemp Rope!!! Taught..1 inch rope will easily do 100 Senators and a few reps..maybe Fauci too.... Televise this as

"Worldwide Live Entertainment".. starring Fauci as the NumberOne hangin' ....Brought to you by ....> "PWzer"... :) I would even go by a

TV to watch this !!!!
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mrrobb
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue this pig?????? why?? money isn't gonna give you back your life........duhh......or your children's ....
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Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb did they expand 5 G yesterday?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Save Pelosi for last.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"It’s Fauci’s job to conduct research on chronic diseases to Wgure out their etiology and environmental causes to protect public health,

but instead he turned the NIAID into an incubator for pharmaceuticals" Oh the irony! This study posted on vaxxter indicates most

chronic diseases occur among the vaccinated! vaxxter.com/new-survey-of-vaccine-free-group-exposes-long-term-impact-..

 Dissolving Illusions Disease, Vaccines and the forgotten history by Suzanne Humphries and Roman Bystrianyk reveal through

historical archives what doctors of the day found out the hard way. Most of the diseases they made vaccines for were caused bu poor

sanitary conditions, dirty water and vitamin deWciencies, especially of A and C, and by the belief DDT was completely safe. So, if

Fauci's job is to prevent and cure all these diseases, then here's a thought: all we have to do is end all vaccines and drugs, eat healthy

organic foods from sustainable farming methods which includes eliminated all chemical pesticides and GMO's. Just think, we could

literally save the tax payer a trillion dollars and eliminate our revolving door Health Agencies and the big pharma drug cartel in one fell

swoop!
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Proof positive that NIH and NIAID funded Gain of Function Research - this is the smoking gun letter dated 21 Oct 2014:

evansnewsreport.Wles.wordpress.com/2020/04/coronavirus-2014-program-e..  About the moratorium on GOF research:

www.science.org/content/article/us-halts-funding-new-risky-virus-studi..  More info:

miningawareness.wordpress.com/2021/06/05/us-niaid-funded-baric-shi-gai..   Ralph Baric CV:

sph.unc.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/112/2016/09/CV_Ralph_Baric.pdf  Research Grants to Ralph Baric Univ NC Chapel Hill:

www.grantome.com/.../U19-AI107810-02-8683   grantome.com/.../U19-AI107810-02   Study which is the basis for the Covid virus -

dated 15 Mar 2016: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26976607  Just so you know - Senator Rand Paul has had this information in his

possession since April 2020. He knows and has known for some time. He is either bought or being blackmailed to not push for

criminal indictment of Fraudci and Baric based on this evidence. There are other senators and representatives that also know and

have known.

None have stepped up to force prosecution of these men. The Justice Department is so corrupt that it's unlikely a case will be brought

by anyone in DC. That's why it's up to us - we the people must bring the case to court in our local jurisdictions. Get enough grand jury

indictments in every state so it will become a national indictment of the criminals by we the people.

Here's what everyone can do: rumble.com/vqq6wo-dr.-david-martin-attorney-general-document-Wling-in..  

www.fullyliveacademy.com/attorneygeneraldocument  I would include the NIH Ltr 21 Oct 2014.
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With Dr. David Martin's evidence of patent ownership, Fauci should have been arrested months ago, along with many others.

 f.hubspotusercontent10.net/hubfs/8079569/The%20FauciCOVID-19%20Dossier..  
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Arrested.....Naw More like HUNG!!!!!!!!!
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Kennedy’s book was excellent. Fauci, Gates, Big Pharma ET Al needs to be held accountable. How they sleep at night is unimaginable

but karma should catch up with them….
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I just learned that renal failure costs is covered by medicare even for young people. I suppose that one has to be qualiWed disabled to

have access to it....Why so much kidney failure these days? Diet sodas?
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Remdesivir... That's the drug given emergency use authorization in the USA to treat Covid-19. It's a failed Ebola treatment drug.

The number one adverse side effect is kidney damage and or failure. So you catch the fu, get a false positive for Covid-19 (they

never check you for fu), they send you home with no meds, you catch a secondary lung infection from the fu, you go to the

emergency room, you get put to sleep, they put you on a respirator, they inject you with Remdesivir, they put you on a saline drip,

your kidneys start shutting down from the Remdesivir, and if you live to talk about it you have kidney failure.

Most people, at this point, drown in the I.V. Fluids being pumped into them and the cause of death is labeled as "Covid-19

Induced Pneumonia" when they actually died from Remdesivir. The USA is the only country that is using this failed Ebola drug. It

never made through the Ebola human trials in Africa.

Of the 4 drugs they were testing it was the only one that had to be pulled due to severe/adverse side effects. There are a LOT of

other pharmaceuticals that have actual FDA approval that destroy the kidneys. Ibuprofen (Advil), naproxen (Aleve), vancomycin

antibiotics, most of your blood pressure medications, and most of your diuretics cause kidney damage/failure. The medical

system hands all this stuff out like it is CANDY with little to no warnings about kidney damage.

When I was in the ARMY they literally handed out 800mg (double strength) pills of Ibuprofen like it was candy. This DESTROYS

the kidneys! Another drug the ARMY was/is famous for handing out for allergies is Deconamine (100mg). The active ingredient

is Pseudoephedrine (PDE). The OTC dosage of PDE is only 10mg!! The ARMY was giving soldiers 10 times that amount!!! Here's

a study that shows that PDE causes kidney failure: www.ehealthme.com/.../acute-kidney-failure  This study was done using the

OTC 10mg dosage Just imagine what 100mg's will do to your kidneys!!
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That 100mg dose was not time released either. You got a 100mg SHOCK of Pseudoephedrine to the system! It not only

damages the kidneys, it damages most of the organs in your body, including the cardiovascular system. Why do you suppose

they would do this KNOWING the long term side effects are detrimental????? They only make money if you are sick! Dialysis

clinics are the fastest growing medical sector in the USA.

It's one of the medical system's largest cash makers. It's all by design.  There are several more drugs that kill the kidneys that

are FDA approved, but I would be here for 2 weeks if I tried to list all of them. I just gave a couple of the ones I know that the US

MILITARY hands out at the drop of the hat.

All you have to do is show up to "SICK CALL" and they have prescription strength Pseudoephedrine (PDE) and Ibuprofen ready to

hand directly to you without having to see a doctor/clinic when there are much safer drugs they could give you. For one, 10mg

of PDE is more than enough to dry up most people's sinuses. The really bad part about PDE is that it is a decongestant. It does

not directly treat the cold or allergy.

This decongestant will actually CAUSE a sinus or lung infection! So instead of treating your allergies with an antihistamine or

your congestion with an expectorant, they give you a drug that is going to cause short term kidney, lung, and sinus infections

and long term Lung, Sinus, and Kidney Damage. That guarantees a lifetime BIG PHARMA CUSTOMER!! Just walk away from the

medical system!
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Last but not least is High Blood Pressure and High Blood Sugar. Most of your dialysis patients have or had these problems.

Then your doctor puts you on a STATIN! People taking statins are 34% more likely to have kidney

problems/damage/disease/failure. Before they put you on these drugs they tell you to CUT OUT THE FAT and eat more Wber!!

This exasperates the problem! You start eating more of the grain-based foods and other starches like potatoes thinking your

going to ace your next biometric screening.
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going to ace your next biometric screening.

Then you get let down on your follow-up exam and the doctors says your numbers are worse! If you really did stick to the diet

they suggested you go on your numbers will be MUCH WORSE! So that's when they put you on the meds. Odds are by this point

that your blood pressure is elevated. The high carbohydrate diet tends to do that. So they put you on BP meds as well.

There's a HUGE problem with this. Statins increases INSULIN RESISTANCE (IR)! This is the straw that breaks the camel's back.

Most people dealing with high PB and cholesterol already have IR. IR is what causes HB and high cholesterol.

As IR gets worse your blood sugar goes up and you begin "spilling sugar" through the kidneys. This is detrimental to your

kidneys! So now you get put on INSULIN!! Unfortunately, the damage is already done and the very drugs they give you to treat

the "SYMPTOMS" causes even more kidney damage! It's all by design. It is a well oiled money making machine. The best thing

anyone can do is quit seeing doctors.

Just walk away from the medical system!
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Jim what yu need s a dose of the "Tops" - www.youtube.com/watch  
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Buy Kennedys book, I did.
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That will make a bigger difference than going to vote!
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All you have to do, is watch TV. Nothing but drug commercials. Day in and day out, hour after hour. I am 66 years old and take NO

prescription drugs.

I rarely go to the doctor, but when I do, they are shocked! "you don't take anything?"  Having recently been in an accident (my large

athletic dog slammed in to me running at break neck speeds accidently), and required knee surgery; After surgery, I was prescribed by

my Orthopedic surgeon, Oxycodone/Acetametophine/Advil 800. The Wrst 2 days I took 2 Oxycodone and some Advil. I never took

another pill after that. This was in July of 2021.

Before I was put into recovery I saw in the notes I was injected with morphine. I woke up in pain. I saw him yesterday (to discuss

hyaluronic acid injections - the damage was severe). He told me to keep taking "anti-infammatories" -- he never asked me about diet,

supplements, nothing.

He's really a very nice man. But I just nodded my head. I try very hard to avoid drugs. I take allergy over the counter meds very

sparingly, rarely.

And I have horrible seasonal allergies. I just don't trust drugs. I take the normal supplements and for the pandemic, I followed

FLCCC.COM.  That all being said.

Has anyone noticed the uptick in drugs for HIV-AIDS? Constantly advertising. I wondered why. Since the pandemic, and the

information coming out a regarding long term immune effects of this jab..... it does make me wonder.
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I am now afraid to see a doctor. No vaccine requirement where I live. (Yet.) But I don't trust them. They lie all the time for

$$$$$$.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kfa6931 I have come to loathe incessant ads and the fake emotions but It's an interesting exercise to note how many are based

on FEAR.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 11:30:43 AM
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE WOLF OF FISHER'S LANE.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 8:10:24 AM
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squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This evil man needs to be in jail. Sickening

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 7:45:26 AM
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This man needs to be taken down and his position destroyed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 7:18:37 AM
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dso9183
Joined On 3/19/2014 9:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm almost halfway through RFK Junior's book, "The Real Anthony Fauci." If only half of the assertions are accurate (I highly suspect

they're all true), then this wicked NIAID "doctor" could rival Josef Mengele.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 6:44:53 AM
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed. Yet they just nailed journalist Lara Logan to the cross for the very same observation. She has been cancelled.  I would

also like to remind anyone who can get to DC this coming Sunday to please turn out for RFKJr Stop the Mandate Rally at the

Mall..Starting at the Washington Monument at 11:30 and ending at The Lincoln Memorial [till around 2pm]..There will be many

speakers including Bobby; and music..We need to show support as strict mandates are now in NY ,CA and DC and freedoms are

fading fast.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 6:56:28 AM
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe Lara Logan should apologize to Josef Mengeles' family for comparing him to Tony Fauci!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable

Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted

among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, — That whenever any Form of Government becomes

destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on

such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.”    July

4 1776
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup. We are at those same crossroads today. As a homeschooler, we memorized that document as well as many others.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 10:03:06 AM
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GIN8275
Joined On 12/29/2011 8:00:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

faucci will answer for his actions someday, just like all of us will have to do.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and yet he walks free to do as he pleases STILL! Its now Jan 20, 2022
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will never do anything to him. He's just like Killary Clinton....UNTOUCHABLE!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right jam at BEST he gets a well funded pension paid by US "we the people". WE take it in every position imaginable and they

laugh all the way to the bank
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Meant at WORST!
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fgb6193
Joined On 4/2/2018 11:08:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci's Wnancials were recently disclosed. Given the statements in this article (especially about patents) I would have expected to see

an extremely wealthy civil servant. Instead I found someone of wealth but not extreme wealth. He and his wife are worth about

$12m..The average attorney at a big city lawWrm would have that kind of money after a 50 year career..So what's the deal?..Has he

hidden the money in the Virgin Islands or in one of those US States that have secrecy laws for trust funds?
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course he has not disclosed everything.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 5:55:48 AM
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes but what about the beneWts? On top of the 12 million, which appears to be a modest cushion.
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tj.4312
Joined On 12/26/2018 3:10:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Fauci, the CDC, the WHO and a variety of other governmental organizations are a manipulative lying fraud, but Malone and

McCullough who are both cut from the same cloth are not and when they all conspire to say "here's a picture of covid-19" we must say

"yes sir, there it is" without question? It was very disappointing to read Dr. Mercola's recent article that attempted to discredit the

concise and detailed research performed by concerned doctors such as Dr. Andrew Kaufman and Dr. Tom Cowan. I would encourage

any and all skeptics to use their own rational, logical thought and review these Wndings. You will Wnd that their research and point of

view are easily understood and they make no false claims or suggestions.

For context, I too was a skeptic of their assertions before spending the time to understand them. Dr. Kaufman recently made a polite

rebuttal which can be viewed here www.bitchute.com/.../oi5yUEVuWtN0  . Cowan and Kaufman's main assertion is that there is no

"covid-19" virus. If that were researched and acknowledged by all, then ALL OF THIS GOES AWAY So I guess the million-dollar question

is - Who wouldn't want that?
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I appreciate any view, especially from those who work in the medical world.
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shane12
Joined On 1/7/2021 5:21:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well if people look up at the sky and see what is been sprayed down on this earth and a lot of governments do know what is happening

over this last 30years or so but now it is world wide over our planet. The climate change that is happening is because we the people

are letting it happen with weather control that has been going on for years now people need to wake up. What we need is to rid

ourselves of this corrupt system of wrong doers. The whole world system i'm afraid needs to be replaced that we live under at this

moment in time that what needs to be done a big task when you have a lot of strings in the orchestra and all the strings are corrupt
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NRiehl
Joined On 1/16/2013 7:44:37 PM
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Shane - Thank you for your post. With the vast numbers of people who can barely think, whose memories are very poor, we can

add geoengineering aerosols to the daily dose of heavy metals poisons we are exposed to. And that's what is known to be in the

sprays! We are no longer allowed a clear day. God knows if we wake up to a blue sky, within an hour, the planes overhead are

spewing their toxic mix and the day gets "cloudy." It Wts in with the NWO's takeover agenda...Destroy the environment and the

food supply...Is the so-called "climate change" principally due to "weather modiWcation" and not a "natural" consequence of too

many humans?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, what is the purpose of these alleged chemicals being "sprayed" down upon us? If "they" are trying to poison us via these

chemtrails, how do "they" keep from being poisoned themselves?
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Work shortages in your State got you down, many of which were caused by the bogus mandates you yourself imposed on real live

working people. No problem! Better Call S'all those poor MoFo's who signed up for the National Guard!
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CamilleGilliam
Joined On 3/7/2017 12:12:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Keep all of your info and you will be able to go to another site soon. God likes what you tell us and so do we. It is just Big

Pharma that can't handle it. God bless!
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Curlietop
Joined On 1/21/2021 6:58:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been having problems texting your articles. They are the connection to sanity that most of us little people are losing and I want

to share that hope with others. We don't have a voice anymore. It used to be our vote, which obviously can't be trusted now..I'm getting

carried away..Let's just say I feel like you are speaking for me..Back to my original question, is there a reason why I cannot text your

articles?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you hear? Our texts can be censored. Microsoft is used on all our smartphones. Need to trade my in for a fiptop Cheaper

phone plan.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrealrose, Yes Bojo has freed England of the masks and covid passes, but still pushing the vaccines for everyone. Thousands of

doctors and nurses are being Wred from the NHS soon unless they get injected. The rest of the UK Scotland, Wales and Northern

Ireland are faring worse as our leaders are stricter and not following through with what Boris has ruled for England. We are all part of

the UK but but there is no loosening of the Covid grip for us yet...I think all this is just another distraction...I am scunnered with it all.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MoMac46 - scunnered? - - Pray tell us yanks what that means!! Sounds like a great expression to know. My take is Boris is

under attack for his garden parties or whatever wine and beer gatherings were being held at 10 Downing St. Plus one of the top

UK health advisors (for the shots) recently mentioned there is no point in continuing boosters as these are not working against

Omicron.

Sorry, don't exactly remember where I found that link - mid-January (17th or thereabouts). Regardless of my rambling, Boris is

under pressure to step down for those parties during lockdown; one way to garner far higher approval is to do what the public

wants, protesting strict measures for every weekend for a long while now. Its a perfect out, a face-saving measure for him,

British economy has better chance for a faster recovery, everyone wins.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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It won't surprise me to see their infection rates go down when they go back to living life normally.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Israel tops the charts again, oh my God you cannot make this stuff up! How absolutely f****** stupid are at least half the people of the

world. Can they not see that the most vaccinated countries are also the most on Wre with Covid cases? Any Wve-year-old can see that!
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have recently started following Dr. Mercola and it has been quite eye-opening! I did mention to my daughter, dropped my dime so to

speak, about the jab. She does not like to hear it, but I have to ask myself if I did not say anything to her before the fact, but after she

took the jab (she has had two), what would she say? She would say, "Why did you not tell me before?" So as much as she disdains me

now, she would hate me if I told her the warning signs/side effects after the fact.   This site is amazing.

We listen to a lot of conservative talk radio and the signs are all here. As Almond said, society is collapsing. We need to get prepared.

The Great Reset is coming our way.

In spite of all the complications, I said to my husband there is an American spirit that is alive and well in quite a few of us. We were

born with it. We are not going to go down without a Wght. God and patriotism will prevail in the end.
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump called 911 to say the house is on Wre. Instead of a Wreman, a plumber arrived. And, here we are.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here’s your Mark of the Beast - They aren’t calling it a quantum dot tattoo, but that’s what it is…watch, learn, and make sure you never

accept this…your eternal destiny depends on it.  www.nasdaq.com/articles/swiss-researchers-launch-trial-for-covid-patch..  
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Instead of draining the swamp, Trump only did what he thought might beneWt the Trump brand politically.  Reagan should have

dumped this court jester while we were dancing to Let's Go Crazy and Purple Rain at the drive-in.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates discovered an important fact when developing Windows as an operating system for personal computers. The average

intelligence of mankind is probably in the range of a third grader education. About 10% at most extend beyond that level.  The second

fact is Bill did not do any of the work.

Others did it for him. He simply arranged a business deal with the computer industry that made him a net proWt on each and every

computer sold. When a consolidation program came along to double the effective memory of a hard drive he stole it, line for line, for

his latest and greatest computer program yet. When caught, he bought his way out of it.

Attorneys General went after him for doing so. It cost an enormous amount of money to get off the hook for what was done. When Bill

retired from Microsoft he did so with billions of dollars at his disposal. He could not resist cleaning up the water of Africa.

In the process, he donated a lot of money to that cause then in the background invested wisely in the very companies beneWting from

that cash. We are looking at a person that is a genius level business man. He is also a devious person at best. Going full speed ahead

he has used that business skill to become even more wealthy.

The current epidemic is evidence of that. It would be interesting to note just how much money was made when the COVID virus came

on the world in the last few years and how much money Bill has made from it. A good partnership is one in which when caught other

individuals are the ones caught in the mess. Bill is real good at break-away relationships in which he walks away with a fortune and

others walk away with the blame.

Studying his early relationships with Microsoft is a very good example of this. Determining where he is with this epidemic is a good

example of Bill at his best. Toni Fauci will take the fall. Not Bill.

People are generally not that smart. I look forward to seeing exactly how that will happen.
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Purgatives--Albert Bourla's face; Joe Biden's face and voice; Trump's face and voice;  Entertainment-- Rand Paul calming ripping into

Fauci's lying.  Invaluable--Kennedy, Mercola, Joe Rogan, Steve Kirsch, Chris Martenson, Berenson, Pierre Kory, Paul Marik, Zelenko, and

so many others...............
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Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hospitals are killing people - many many cases happening nationwide - current example:

rumble.com/vswrjp-33-year-old-single-dad-kidnapped-by-hospital-set-for..   Everyone please get legal documents to help your family,

loved ones, and others to help you if you Wnd you must get treated at hospital for any condition. Watch:

rumble.com/vss3ph-proof-docs-know-theyre-killing-faucis-deadly-remdesi..   Here are the legal documents Dr Ardis recommends:

thedrardisshow.com/forms   Fill these out, sign, and get notorized. Make a lot of copies to use.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those masks are really sanitary and hygienic (

🥴

) especially the ones I Wnd littering the ground in front of my property or on sidewalks,

streets and parking lots.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And they lead to a greener planet.
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thornegraczyk
Joined On 8/10/2021 1:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/vswr4q-whistleblower-hospitals-killing-for-organs-this-is-a..  
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the cannibalization of the Modern American Soul - this video makes Dante look like he is going backwards - - the Snake Senior

father of Snake Junior was CEO of Planned Parenthhood which is part of the body stripping business - organ harvesting of the

whole single corpse is worth $65 million - watch this video - it could save your life
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Terrible video that shows that organized crime is at the service of those who kill for a lucrative business of organ trakcking. It

exists to enrich the coffers of legal drug cartels, which we now know take large cash bribes to “treat” Wuhan coronavirus

patients. We know that hospitals across the country are reportedly being paid $100,000 per patient to administer drugs like

remdesivir, which makes Tony Fauci money, and ventilators, which basically kill patients in a few days. Modern medicine is a

scam for proWt, in other words making money for the rich by inficting death and destruction on the masses.

And this has perhaps never been more undeniably evident than since the Wuhan coronavirus Wrst appeared. These politicians

are just puppets of the corporate globalists who are clearly making public policy now and making the decisions through these

puppet politicians. survivaldan101.com/governments-put-a-bounty-on-your-life-for-each-covi..  
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a recent organ transplant discovery article, (also from rumble) that could take the wind out of the sails of the above

mentioned hospital ghouls, though certain ethnic and religious communities might Wnd this objectionable.

newatlas.com/.../world-Wrst-pig-human-heart-transplant  
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Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will somebody please explain to me how they can harvest organs from patients that may have Covid and have been destroyed

by Remdesivir and or Vancomycin and expect them to pass muster? Would that not be yet another crime and another murder?
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This sort of crime happens all the time in 3rd world countries. Welcome to the USA!
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I looked, and there before me was a pale horse! Its rider was named Death, and Hades was following close behind him. They were

given power over a fourth of the earth to kill by sword, famine and plague, and by the wild beasts of the earth. [Revelation 6:8]

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 6:18:57 PM

# Like  $ Dislike

 

mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

have you been Tokenized ?  won't be long...and everyone will be 'Tokenized" ......LOL./even Jews and Muslims.... LOLOLOL

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/20/2022 12:27:39 PM
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MarkPitt
Joined On 4/1/2009 6:17:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I REALLY wish the Mercola team would start making links to their source material (i.e. interviews/videos) available within these

articles so we don't have to search all over to Wnd and archive them. This one with RFK Jr., for example, was an hour long and packed

with invaluable information: rumble.com/vr9t7m-uncensored-rfk-jr.-tells-shocking-truth-about-anthon..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/21/2022 7:31:47 AM
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is an interesting open letter to Dr. Mercola responding to the article “Yes, SARS-CoV-2 Is a Real Virus“ and giving a point of view

that is quite the opposite. It is VERY well written and I encourage you all to go and read it. Look forward to your thoughts.

www.fuoridefreepeel.ca/open-letter-to-dr-mercola-january-17-2022/?_kx..  
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are some important kernels of truth here, but they are wrapped in a bundle of defamatory nonsense. Fauci has no responsibility

for childhood health, environmental health, cancer research or anything else beyond the purview of his 1 of 27 divisions of the

National Institutes of Health. And saying it doesn't make it so: " ...as Kennedy noted, it was Fauci’s job to Wgure out why cases of

autism, food allergies, ADHD, sleep disorders, juvenile diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis and many other chronic and infectious diseases

have skyrocketed...It was Fauci’s job to conduct research on these diseases to Wgure out their etiology and environmental causes to

protect public health, but instead he turned the NIAID into an incubator for pharmaceuticals. " Really?

Fauci's actual job is to lead one of 27 divisions of the National Institutes of Health, the one concerned with Allergies and Infectious

Diseases (which somehow includes bioterrorism)...and not even the one with the biggest budget.  26 other divisions deal with cancer,

childhood diseases, environmental health, etc, etc. etc. You may not like the job they are doing, but attacking Fauci for it is just

ignorant.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Falsey is NOT GUILTY in your enlightened eyes - I think not
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to read David Martin's dossier on Fauci, free on the net. Martin has cataloged all the patents
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